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With science becoming more and more important in African inland vaters, there ie
a greatly increased need for the Fishery Statisticians to be sure that they are using
scientific Methods for obtaining the statistical data so indispensable for sound
management of a fishery and for planning, Marketing and other aspects of fishery
development.

It is beyond the resources of the African countries assisted by FAO Projects to
collect facts year by year from each fishing economic unit at the inland vater places
in the country. Fortunately, a carefully designed sample survey can provide the
necessary information for guidelines that a country needs, at a cost the country may
veil afford. This manual serves this purpose. The manual deals vith the application
of sampling techniques at elementary (Fart I), intermediate (Fart II) and advance
level (Fart III). Specifically, Fart I and Fart II are a summary of the lectures
given in the training courses in African countries on the survey system of large-
scale fisheries statistical sample surveysi/. In Part III, the application of samp-
ling theory in fisheries statistical surveys is presented.

I/ Fart I and Fart II of the manual have been issued as an independent reportt~
Training Courses on Fishery Statistical Surveys (Inland Waters), by O.P. Batigos,
UVDP/SP/ZAMMl March 1973
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PART I: ELEMENTARY COURSE

1. INTRODUCTION

1 . 1 The purpose of statistical surveys

In its broadest sense the purpose of a "statistical survey** is the collection of
information (data) to satisfy a definite need. The need to collect data arises in
every conceivable sphere of human activity. A few examples are given belov frosi selec-
ted fields.

1. Human population; Most governments nowadays collect information
regularly about:

a) Total number of persons
b) Where these persons live (e.g. tovns , rural areas, etc)
c) Sex and age of these persons
d) Their education level etc.

These data are needed by the respective countries in order to
determine their future needs in terms of food, clothing, schools,
recreation facilities, etc.

2 - Labour ; Since labour is a key source of production, data are
collected on the number of persons engaged in economic
activity, the number of hours work, etc. It is also noted
that the vages and salaries paid to labour determine the level
of living and the demand for goods and services.

3* Industry; Collection of data in the industrial sector is no
less important. The number of industrial undertakings and
their kind, the number of persons engaged in them, the amount
of raw materials consumed, the extent of production of goods
are some of the data needed.

** Agriculture: With rising population, it is becoming more and
more important to assess the agricultural resources of a

country. Some of the data needed for any planned programme
of national development are: land under agriculture, areas
under different crops, areas under pasture and forest, pro-
duction of food-grains, fruits, etc., and the number and
quality of livestock.

5. Fishing; "
. . . the fishery is the channel between the fish in

the inland waters (sea) and the inland market place, and it
reacts sensitively to stimuli from both sides; to changes in
conditions of supply in the inland waters (sea), and to
changes in conditions of demand in the shops . . .

*

For sound management of a fishery and for planning, marketing and other aspects of

fishery development, data of fish catch and of fishing effort involved to obtain the
catch are required.

It should be noted that as far as management of fisheries is concerned, there are
usually two problems:

1. There are some fisheries which are being intensely exploited
and therefore need some management or regulation so that maxi-
mum yield from these fisheries could be obtained on a continuing
basis without depletion of these resources taking place.
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2. There may be fish stocks, especially beyond the range of
current fishing operations, which are either under-exploited
or unexploited at present and fisheries may be dereloped
based on them.

2. BASIC STATISTICAL COWCEPT8

2. 1 Population of units'

An aggregate of veil defined objects is called "population of units 91
. Examples:

1. Total number of persons in a classroom (unit of the popu-
lation person in the classroom) .

2. Total number of fishermen at Lake Victoria (unit of the
population > fisherman at Lake Victoria) .

3. Total number of firms in E.A.C. (unit of the population
firm in E.A.C. ) .

In statistical surveys the definition of a "population of units 91 under study
involves :

1. The definition of the unit of the population.
2. The geographical limitation of the population.

3. The fixing of limits other than merely geographical
e.g. in a socio-economic survey at Nairobi area we
may decide that people living in institutions like
prisons, mental homes and "hospital* should be excluded
from the survey.

2.2 Population of characteristics

Every unit in a "population of units" carries vith it a number of characteristics
Examples :

1. In the case of a human population every unit in the population
carries vith it a great number of characteristics, i.e.

Population of characteristics
5

* Sex

+ Age
* Weight
-* Income
* Religion

etc. .etc.

2. In the case of a population of industrial firms each unit in the
population carries vith it a good number of characteristics, i.e.

-* number of employees

Machinery used

Rav material used
-* Production of goods

etc. etc.

[DODO9
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3. In the case of a population of fish ach unit in the population
carries with it a good number of characteristics , i.e.

*> Sex

* Weight
* Length
* Age

etc. etc.

It should be noted that in a given "population of characteristics*9 some of the
characteristics are "quantitative" mud others "qualitative

91
.

Quantitative characteristics are measureable (e.g. age is a measurable character-
istic - Rov old are you? 35 years, etc.).

Qualitative characteristics are not measurable (e.g. language is a non-measurable
characteristic - What language do you speak? English, etc.).

3. PLANNING A FRAME SURVEY

3. 1 Why a frame survey?

A frame survey is a sort of inventory survey. By this survey items of informatio
(data), are collected on a number of basic characteristics needed to assess the site
and structure of a fishing industry. Usually the following items of information are
covered by the survey:

1. Sice and area distribution of fishing sites.

2. Number of fishing boats (by type).

3. Site and composition of fishing labour force (migratory
pattern of the fishermen).

k. Fishing gear ovned (by type).

5* Fishermen's capital goods supply centres.

Also at the same time some information can be collected on fish processing and
marketing.

The results of a frame survey can be used, among other things, to set up the
"sampling frame 99 of the population ve are dealing vith. The established sampling
frame is mainly used for the selection of the samples of various surveys covering the
same population.

3.2 Planning a frame survey (F8)

The steps that should be taken at the process of planning a frame survey in
inland waters can be broadly classified as follows:

3.2.1 The length of the shoreline of a lake

The length o.f the shoreline of a lake under study can be considered as one of the
characteristics which must be measured at the design process of the survey. This in-
formation cam be obtained by making use of the existing "topographical maps". A
topographical map is a map which shows the details of the countryside.

Topographical maps may be divided into two groups:

1* Small seale maps
2. Large scale maps
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Small scale maps are those that have a scale of miles to the inch, e.g. 1 inch
2 miles or 1 inch 8 miles. Large scale maps on the other hand, are those which have
a scale of inches to a mile, e.g. 6 inch 1 mile. Vote: to measure the direct dis-
tance betveen two points is relatively simple. Mark off the distance on the map with
a ruler and then measure this distance against the linear scale at the base of the map.

It should be noted that in certain lakes (man-made lakes) the length of the shore-
line of the lake is, among other things, a function of the lake level. As the vater
level is not constant through time neither is .the length of the shoreline - thus, the
statement about the length of the shoreline should indicate at vhat water level the
measurement vas made to reveal more fully their meaning.

3.2.2 Area stratification

It is common practice at the design process of a FS to divide the area under con-
sideration into a number of smaller areas, here called "strata". Field operations of
the survey are taking place vithin the established strata. Past experience has proved
that this method simplifies the vork of the field personnel and at the same time im-
proves the quality of the obtained results.

For stratification purposes various criteria can be used e.g.,

1. One can divide a lake arbitrarily into three parts:

Stratum 1: southern part of the lake
Stratum 2: middle part
Stratum 3: northern part

2. A lake can be divided into a number of portions (strata)
which should be of equal sise as far as the length of shore-
line is concerned.

3. The cases in which supplementary information is available
from other related studies ( limnological , biological),
these data can be used for a proper stratification of a lake.

3.2.3 The fishing sites (Primary Sampling Units)

At inland vaters where fishing is taking place the population is concentrated in
"fishing sites 1

*, here called Primary Sampling Units (PSU's). Specifically, a fishing
site can be considered to consist of two "statistical units*':

1. "Residential area" vhere the fishermen are living.

2. "Landing place" or "home beach 1* vhere the fishermen keep
their fishing craft (local canoes).

Further, by taking into account the "mobility" of the fishermen, fishing sites
can be classified as follows:

1. Permanent fishing sites.

2. Fishing camps.

From a statistical point of view a fishing site can be considered as "permanent"
if fishermen live there for a long period of time (e.g. more than one 'year) and have
no intention to move to another place* at least in the near future.

A fishing camp is a place vhere fishermen live for a relatively short period of
time and intend to leave the place in the near future, either to go back to their home
fishing site or to another place.

Information about the state of permanency of a fishing site can easily be collec-
ted by using special questions in the questionnaire of a F8. Usually the required
information is obtained from the chief of the fishermen:
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1. Since when have you been in this fishing sitet

2. Are you planning to move from this fishing sitet

Yes | | 1 Ho || 2

2.1 If YES.

a) when

b) where are you going

Besides the problem of classifying a fishing site as a permanent fishing sits or
a fishing camp, there is the decision whether or not to divide a multi-grouped settle-
ment into independent places or treat it as a unit.

To deal with the problem the following criteria can be used)

1. Physical distance between the places.

2. Recognition of one or more chiefs.

3. Difference of name or not.

Depending on the nature of these factors a decision should be mad* to treat the
multi-grouped settlement as one unit or as a number of independent units.

A fishing site of any type may have one or more landing places. Usually small
fishing sites have one small beach serving the entire unit, whereas large fishing
sites might have several distinct beaches with different functions, e.g. landing of
local canoes, loading canoes going to market or transport launches.

3.2.U The Fishing Economic Unit (FEU)

The total fish production of a fishing industry (from the view of an conomic
study) is the result of the operations of the fishing economic units (FEU's) within a

given period of time. Specifically, in our case FEU * s fall into two categories:

1. Usual Fishing Unit (UFU), which consists of fishing craft,
fishing gear and f i Sherman ( men ) to carry out fishing
operations.

2. Minor Fishing Unit (MFU), which is an integral unit com-
posed of fishing gear and fisherman (without fishing craft)
to carry out fishing operations.

It should be noted that by taking as criterion of stratification the ownership of
the unit, the FEU's can be divided as follows:

1. Private ownership units.

2. Agreed partnership units.

3. Cooperative units.

3.2,5 The components of a FEU

3.2,5.1 Fishermen

A fisherman is a person who engages in actual operation of capture or culture of
aquatic resources. Therefore, family members or others who assist the work relating
to the fishing operation such as unloading fish, net repairing, processing, etc., who
do not participate in fishing operations are not considered as fishermen.

Fishermen may be classified concerning "employment status" as*

1. Fishermen boat owners.

2. Fishermen with gears only.
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Another classification of fishermen in according to the "time spent for fishing*
1

within a years

1. Full-time fishermen.

2. Part-tin* fishermen.

3. Occasional fishermen.

3.2.5.2 Fishing gear

A principal requirement of observations of fishing is that there should be correct
identification and description of the gears ovned by a FEU, and the methods they are
sing.

The gear and methods of fishing in use in African countries (inland fishery) can
be divided into tvo main groups:

1. Small-scale fishing methods , e.g. traps, baskets 9 hooks, etc.

2. Commercial fishing methods, e.g. gillnets, seine nets, hand
nets, etc.

It should be noted that the users of the results of fisheries statistical surveys
should have in mind the existing differences among the following four distinct magni-
tudes of fishing gears:

1. Number of fishing gears ovned by a FEU.

2. Number of fishing gears set (in a fishing operation).

3. Number of fishing gears of the number set, vhich were
inspected.

it. Number of fishing gears, out of the inspected ones,
vhich caught fish.

3.2.5.3 Fishing craft

From an economic point of viev, the site and type of fishing craft ovned by a FEU
corresponds to the amount of capital invested by the unit. In our case the traditional
fishing craft are (example):

Besse-canoe

Dugout-canoe

Tomarica-canoe

Karua-canoe

etc.

3*2.6 The field operations of a Frame Survey (F8)

Generally speaking the main purpose of the "field operations" of a F8 survey is
to obtain the required items of information by using the methods vhich vere developed
at the design process of the survey.

For the field operations of a frame survey in inland vaters the following three
methods have been developed:

1. Method 1 - Water approach.
2. Method 2 - Aerial approach
3. A combination of the above tvo methods.
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3.2.6.1 The water approach

In the "vater approach" the main task of the "working group" (observer + assistant
+ speed boat) can be summarized as follovs :

1. To carry out a mile by mile field survey (vithin each
established stratum) .

2. During the trip the observer has to look at all the shore-
line following the topographical map. By making use of
binoculars he has exactly to note all the fishing sites
which he comes across and locate them carefully on the
topographical map.

3. The group has to land at every detected fishing site and
by following the instructions, to collect the required
items of information.

Usually for the collection of the required information one of the following three
methods can be used:

1. Items of information are collected by interviewing the
chief of the fishermen and other competent persons of
the fishing sites covered by the survey.

2. Items of information are collected by conducting a

compound by compound survey in the residential area of
fishing sites, covered by the FS .

3. A combination of the above tvo methods.

It should be noted that the effectiveness of a Frame Survey based on the vater
approach depends on the time needed to close the field operations. We must remember
that, in inland waters, fishing economic units have a high level of mobility.

3.2.6.2 The questionnaire of a FS (vater approach)

The principles used at the design process of the questionnaire of a F8 (vater
approach) can be summarized as follows:

1. The questionnaire should be divided into tvo parts:
a) heading of the questionnaire and b) body of the
questionnaire *

2. Questions in the body of the questionnaire should be

grouped into meaningful categories.

3. All questions have to be numbered by using a proper
"numbering system".

U. A "code system" has to be used for a numerical identi-
fication of the fisheries sites.

Form Fl of Appendix la is an example of the format of the questionnaire used
(water approach* method 1) in Frame Surveys at a big lake.

3*2.7 The aerial approach

This method calls for a bird's eye view from the air along the shoreline of the
lake under study. The objects of the survey are:

1. To detect all the fishing sites along the shoreline of
the lake.

2. To make the proper location of the fishing sites on the
existing topographical maps.

3. To obtain an estimate of the sice of each fishing site in
terms of the number of "boats seen" and "houses seen".
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Past experience has proved that:

1. The view from the air reveals the distribution of the
fishing sites on the lake periphery.

2. There are no serious problems for the proper location
of the fishing sites on the topographical map.

3. The counting of the fishing boats/houses is not a very
difficult task.

This method has a number of advantages as veil as some disadvantages:

Advantages :

1. An area frame of the fishing sites can be established
within a short period of time (number of fishing sites ,

area distribution, size (in terms of fishing boats seen)).

2. Provides an indication of the importance of the various
regions of the lake under study in terms of concentration
of fishing boats.

3. The established area frame can be used for the selection
of the samples of other surveys covering the same population.

k. These data can also be used to make the field operations
of a frame survey based on the "water approach" covering
the same population f more efficient in terms of time and
effort.

Disadvantages :

1. This method does not reveal the type of the fishing sites,
e.g. permanent fishing site, fishing camp, etc.

2. There is no chance of obtaining
' information on other

basic characteristics featuring the fishing industry.

3. It is always desirable that the quality of this method be
checked by using proper techniques.

3.2.7.1 The questionnaire of the survey (aerial approach)

For the collection of the information needed a relatively very simple questionnaire
is used for the survey. Form F2 of Appendix la is a format of the questionnaire used.

1*. THE MEAN INO OF COVERAGE ERRORS

U.I Sources of error (water approach)

From a sampling point of view the following types of coverage errors might occur
during the field operations of a Frame Survey (vater approach):

1. Omissions of fishing sites: Omissions of fishing sites
is one of the most serious errors in FS. This type of
error affects both the total number of the existing
fishing sites in the area under study, as veil as the
total number of the existing fishing economic units and
their components (fishing boats, fishermen, fishing gear).
Past experience has proved that the observers of a FS do
not attach any weight to the site of unit covered by the
survey. Thus, the probability of an omission of a small
fishing site is equal to the probability of omission of a
medium or large fishing site. This source of errors leads
to a serious underestimation of the survey characteristics.
The main sources of omission of fishing sites can be
attributed to:
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a) The carelessness of the observer*

b) Natural causes (e.g. camouflage of a fishing
site by a thick fringe of trees etc.).

2. Counting errors: Incomplete coverage of the FEU's
vithin the fishing sites covered by the survey. These
errors affect the size of the fishing sites (under*
estimation) .

This source of error is mainly attributed to the care-
lessness of the observer.

3. Erroneous inclusions: Another type of error altogether
is the inclusion in the survey of purely agricultural
villages or other kindsof units vhich are not covered
by the FS. These kindsof errors increase artificially
the size of population under study.

This source of error is mainly attributed to the inex-
perience and carelessness of the observer.

U . 2 Sources of error (aerial approach)

The following types of errors occur at the measurement process of an aerial
flight:

1. Omissions of fishing sites: Specifically of small sise.

2. Counting errors: Errors in the process of counting
fishing canoes vithin the fishing sites covered by the
survey. Specifically, counting errors in an aerial
flight survey consist of two components:

a) Omissions of fishing canoes vhich cannot be
seen from the air.

b) Inclusion of non-fiehing canoes and abandoned
canoes .

5. PLAINING A COVERAGE CHECK SURVEY

5 . 1 Introduction

Coverage Check Surveys (CCS's) have in recent years become a regular feature of
the Frame Surveys in Inland Waters. For the design of a CCS modern techniques are
used.

5 . 2 The purpose of a CCS

The main purpose of a CCS is to detect and estimate the magnitude of the coverage
errors e.g. omissions and erroneous inclusions of fishing sites, omissions and
erroneous inclusions of fishing economic units, vhich occured during the field opera-
tions of a FS .

Generally speaking, the total number of survey units covered by a Frame Survey
is composed of tvo parts:

P
l

* P
2

vhere:

P Overall number of units covered by the survey

P Erroneous inclusions

P
2

P - P. * Correct inclusions
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Further, the total number of survey units in the population under study can be
written:

P - P
2

* P
3

where Pa is the number of units omitted at the measuring process of the FS . Under
these circumstances, the main goal of a CCS is to estimate the size of the magnitudes

a CCS5.3

The CCS are intensive studies based on relatively small samples and every effort
is made in them to attain the highest level of efficiency possible. In our case the
main ingredients of a CCS can be summarized as follows:

1. The field work of the survey is carried out by the l?est

personnel of the FS.

2. The "observation group 1* is instructed to carry out a mile
by mile field survey in the selected area zones.

3. Items of information about the survey characteristics
are obtained by using the intensive interview approach.

Every assistance is given to the "observation group
11

order to ensure efficient field work.
in

For these and other reasons the results of the CCS are more reliable than the
initial one (F8). We can assume that errors in the CCS are kept to the minimum.

The following estimates are provided by a CCS:

1. Estimation of the number of omitted fishing sites
(and by major size groups).

2. Estimation of the total number of omitted fishing
economic units (and their components).

3. Estimation of the number of erroneously covered
fishing sites.

1*. Estimation of erroneously covered units.

For the evaluation of the omissions, erroneous inclusions of fishing sites in
FS the following pattern is used (example):

where :

fishing sites which have been covered by both the
FS and the CCS

fishing sites which have been covered by the FS but
not by the CCS. Further B can be broken Into two
parts:
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where :

B
I

correct inclusions in F8 (omissions in CCS)

Bg
* erroneous inclusions in FS

C * fishing sites which have been covered by the CCS
but not by the FS (omissions in the FS )

D fishing sites which have been omitted in both
surveys (D is an unknown magnitude unless a
further CCS can be conducted)

Counting errors within the fishing sites covered by the FS are discovered by
matching the data of the fishing sites identified in both the FS and CCS.

6. CATCH ASSESSMEHT SURVEYS

6. 1 Introduction

Statistics of fish catch is a valuable tool for sound management of a fishery
and for planning, marketing and other aspects of fishery development.

The gathering of these statistics from African freshwater fisheries is complex.
The fishermen are frequently widely distributed along thousands of miles of lakeshore
and often land their catches at hundreds of sites. Further, various tribes are en-
gaged in fisheries on a lake and since their fishing techniques and fishing capacities
vary considerably, there is lack of uniformity in the economy. There is a good deal
of mobility of the fishermen around the coastline of the lake during the year. Finally,
the production of the lake is subject to regional variations as well as seasonal
variations within the year. Since the population is subject to change, a survey
carried out on a single occasion or on a static basis cannot of itself give any reli-
able estimate of fish production on a yearly basis, nor any information about the
nature and rate of such a change.

6 . 2 Designing a Catch Assessment Survey (CAS)

From the above analysis it is obvious that a number of factors must be taken into
account at the design process of a CAS.

6.2.1 Area stratification

It is well known that the productivity of the lake is a function of the prevailing
limnological conditions and that these factors are not the same throughout the lake.
If the surveyor had wished to ensure that different types of limnological tones ( LZ ' s )

were adequately represented in the sample he could have stratified the area under
study by using as criteria of stratification limnological factors. Past experience
has proved that this kind of stratification increases the representativeness and the
precision of the sample.

6.2.2 Stratification of the fishing sites within the established LZ*s

In order to take full advantage of possible gains from stratification the sample
design calls for a proper stratification of the fishing sites within the established
LZ's. The LZ variation (regarding any variable) can be reduced considerably if

fishing sites within each LZ are divided into groups (minor strata) taking their site
(e.g. number of boats) as the criterion of stratification. For sampling purposes, a

number of fishing sites should be selected within each established minor stratum.

6.2.3 Sampling within the selected fishing sites

Within each selected fishing site one may decide to collect information from all
the fishing economic units of the fishing site or to select a small sample of fishing
economic units for further investigation. Modern sampling techniques suggest that
the latter alternative is the best one from cost and precision points of view.
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6.3 Types of CAS

By taking as criterion of classification the measurement procedure used for the

collection of the information, CAS's can be grouped into three types:

1. CAS's based on the interview approach.

2. CAS's based on. the real measurement approach.

3. CAS's based on a mixed approach.

In type 1 surveys the required items of information are obtained by interviewing
the respective fishermen e.g.* a set of questions are asked and the answers are
recorded in a standardised form. It is obvious that the reliability of the results of
the survey depends on the memory of the respondents and whether they are willing to

provide the true information.

In type 2 surveys items of information are obtained by actual measurement of
landings. 'In this type of survey the reliability of the results are not affected by
the respondent (memory errors, etc.).

6.k The reference period of the survey characteristics of CAS

It was the erroneous belief in the past that information for the items covered by
a CAS must be collected all the year round. However, this approach hardly can be
justified by the modern sampling techniques.

Highly reliable results with a minimum cost and effort can be obtained if we are
in a position to determine the "optimum" reference period of the characteristics under
study. It has been proved that within the various seasons of a fishing year the
optimum reference period of the survey characteristics had a cycle of three to seven
days. In such a case the extension of the reference period for example from three
days to a month or to a quarter would result in a mere repetition of the cycle, which
means that the sampling error would not be significantly affected, whereas the cost
and the quality of the survey will be affected badly.

6.5 Listing

Listing of the survey units within the sample fishing sites is an important
function in cases in which modern sampling techniques are going to be used for our
surveys. The obtained information can be used:

1. For the selection of our samples within the sample
fishing sites.

2. To provide an estimate about the mobility pattern
of the fishermen.

6.5.1 What to list

Within each sample fishing site lists should be used to list:

1. Fishermen boat owners (by type).
2. Fishermen with fishing gears only.

6.5.2 How to list (general principles)

The main parts of a statistical list are:

1. The heading of the list.

2. fto* body of the list.

By listing w mean writing down on prepared forms (lists) the identification
particulars of all the units of investigation within the sample fishing site.
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It is important that the listing be:

1* Complete: in the sense that it cover* the whole of
the units to be surveyed.

2. Accurate: that is, the information for each unit
listed on the form should be free of errors.

Rules for listing:

1. List each unit on a separate line.

2. Do not skip any lines within the body of the list.

3. List each unit only once.

U. If there are doubts use the column of remarks.

5. Give page numbers to the additional sheets and insert
the code number of the fishing site.

6 . 6 Interviewing

6.6.1 Introduction

An interview (CAS type 1) involves a meeting between two persons; the recorder
and the respondent (fisherman). Further, the respective questionnaire () is (are) to
be used for obtaining the required items of information from the respondent.

6.6.2 How to ask the questions

The way in which you ask the questions is a matter of great importance because
it is essential that we collect data from all respondents in a uniform manner. There-
fore, the recorders must ask the questions in the same, way and in the prescribed order.

6.6.3 Some rules for interviewing

In all African countries a lot of importance is placed on greetings. * You must
therefore remember to greet the people you meet in the place you have to interview.
This might mean the difference between success and failure.

You must know what your goals are and be prepared to lay your cards face upwards
when you are confronted with rumours i.e. explain your programme as precisely as you
can .

You must know the reason for asking certain questions on your sheets, e.g. the
fishermen do not want to tell you their fiati catches for fear of taxation. Explain
why you want it.

Listen well. This is evidence of your respect for the individual and your
interest in him.

The manner and tone of your voice should convey friendliness and willingness to

understand.

Avoid during the interview comments that have a negative flavour, e.g. "So you
are a lazy man".

Wives are often unwilling to give information when their husbands are not present,
Do not force them. Call on the house again.

When you sense that the man is drunk, carefully put off the interview. Call in

another time.

You must have a sense of humour in everything you do. This releases steam. Say
what you have to say with a smile.
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6.6.U Hov to close the interview

The VAX la which you close the interview can hare a definite effect on your
future relationship with the respondent. Always try to leave him with a friendly
feeling toward both you and your office so that you vill be welcomed on subsequent
visits to the fishing site.

6.7 Real measurement

In CAS type 2 items of information are obtained through actual measurements made

by recorders on selected landings within the sample beaches. Some of the principles
employed for the measuring process are as follows:

1. Before the fishing canoes return make certain you are
ready to record.

2. You ought to have a seat of some kind so you can write
easily on the olip-board. A rag is useful for wiping
your hands after handling fish or gear. Keep your pencil
sharpened so you can write neat figures in the column of
the questionnaire. Always use a pencil (ball point and
water equal no results). Your assistant should carry his
scales and other equipment in a plastic pail so you can
easily move from one selected canoe to the other. The
pail can serve as a seat.

3. When a selected canoe lands ask the fisherman to show
you what he has caught. Big fish will be lying in the
bottom of the canoe and you can usually collect each
species together and weigh them before someone takes
them away. Small fish will probably still be in the net
and you can weigh them as they are picked out of the nets.

6.8 How to select a sample of second stage units

In our case the selection of a sample within a fishing site is a mechanical
operation. For example a list contains N9 units and a sample of n3 units are going
to be selected. The selection is carried out as follows:

i) select the table with heading H-9 (tables are provided);

ii) read the second column of the table where there are
numbers in brackets;

iii) ring the serial numbers on the list. These are the
same units of the sample; in this case numbers 3, 6
and 9 on the list are the selected units;

iv) interviews (real measurements) should be completed
for the selected units only and the collected infor-
mation should be recorded on the respective questionnaires.

Example: the format of a table (M-9, n3)
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6. 9 Source documents

For the collection of the required information two kinds of source documents
(questionnaires) are used (see Appendix It).

Form: Al-3: This questionnaire is used to obtain the required items of informa-
tion on the static characteristics of the selected fishing economic units. The
selection of the fishing economic units is made at the residential area of the fishing
site. For the collection of the information the method of "personal interview" is
used.

Form: A2-3: In this form items of information are sought on the dynamic charac-
teristics of the sample fishing economic units (fishing effort , fish catch). The
selection of the units is made at the beach (landing place) of the fishing site. For
the collection of the information the method of "real measurement" is used.





APPENDIX la - THE SOURCE DOCUMENTS OF A FRAME SURVEY (EXAMPLE)
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C.No. of Fiahing Site 1 1
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P2 Jbrmt P1

Survey date C,No.
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Fora i F1

Survey date C.No.
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APPENDIX Ib - THE SOURCE DOCUMEHTS OF A CAS (EXAMPLE)

CATCH SURVEY Of A1-3
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APPENDIX Ie - EXERCISES

Exercise No.l

A fish pond contains 10 fish. Their veight (ibs) are given below (Table 1).

(a) What is the population total veight? (b) What is the number of fish with
weight: (i) Up to 1 IbT (ii) More than 1 Ib?

Table 1

Exercise No. 2

A fishery place is divided into two zones (south and north). In the south tone
there are four fishing sites and in the north six fishing sites. The table below (Table
2) provides the number of fishing canoes by fishing sites. What is the total number
of fishing canoes by zone and for the fishery place as a whole?

Table 2

Exercise No. 3

A FS was conducted at a given lake. According to the design of the survey the
area was divided into five strata of equal size based on the length of map shoreline.
Further, the "water approach" was used to collect items of information. Prepare a

figure showing an ordinary allocation of the fishing sites at the lake. Allocate an

arbitrary number of canoes to each fishing site and calculate the total number of
canoes by stratum and for the lake as a whole.

Exercise No.U

What is the difference between the following two methods of collecting items of
information: (i) Interviewing approach (ii) Peal measurement approach.

Exercise Ho. 5

Explain the meaning of the coverage errors in a FS (water approach).
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PART II: INTERMEDIATE COURSE

7. INTRODUCTION

7 . 1 The structure of a fishing industry

Generally speaking a fishery in an advanced area is a great complex of inter-
related assemblance of fishing vessels, fishing equipment, harbour workers and

machinery for fish handling, preservation and processing. There are market and stor-
age buildings, railway sidings, plants producing fertilizer, fishmeal and oil, fac-
tories providing nets, ropes and ice, specialized shipbuilding yards and finally the
houses and other social capital of the communities needed to operate all these aspects
of the fishery.

In small fishing unit economies the state of the fishing industry is very simple
and its organic whole can be considered rather as primitive. The main characteristics
of the industry are:

1. The fisheries are diffuse, disordered and in the first
stage of evolution.

2. 'Fishing activities are mainly carried out on a private
(family) basis and the predominant type of fishing
craft is the fishing canoe.

3. There is a lack of storage facilities and the handling,
preservation and processing of fish is the responsi-
bility of the fishermen (family members).

h. The marketing system is not very well organized and
there are some problems for a proper disposition of
the fish catch.

T . 2 The division of a fishery

It is convenient in economic and statistical studies to divide a fishery into
three distinct phases:

1. Primary phase: fish production.

2. Secondary phase: fish processing. This section covers
the conversion of the primary product (catch or yield)
into preserved commodities.

3. Tertiary phase: fish marketing. This section covers
the distribution of fish and fishery products from pro-
ducer to consumer.

7.3 The fishing economic unit (FEU)

The total fish production (fish catch, yield) of a fishing industry, from the

viewpoint of en economic study, is the result of the operations of the fishing econo-
mic units (FEU 1 *) within a given period of time. Specifically, in our case, FEU's
fall into two categories:

1. Usual Fishing Unit (UFU) which is an integrated unit
composed of fishing craft, fishing gear and fishermen
to carry out fishing operations.

2. Minor Fishing Unit (MFU) which is the integral unit
composed of fishing gear and fisherman (without
fishing craft) to carry out fishing operations.
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By taking as criterion of classification the state of the ownership, the FEU's
can be divided into three categories:

1. Private ownership.

2. Agreed ownership.

3. Cooperative.

8. SAMPLING SURVEYS IN FISHERIES STATISTICS

8. 1 Why Sampling Surveys?

In its broadest sense the purpose of a Sample Survey is the collection of infor-
mation to satisfy a definite need. A Sample Survey has now come to be considered as
an organized fact-finding instrument. Its importance nowadays lies in the fact -that
it can be used to summarize, for the guidance of administration, management* etc.,
facts which would otherwise be inaccessible owing to the remoteness and obscurity of
the persona or other units concerned, or their numerousness . As a fact-finding
agency a Sample Survey is primarily concerned with the accurate ascertainment of the
individual facts recorded and with their compilation and summarization.

8. 2 Type of fisheries statistical surveys needed

For the collection of the items of information covered by fisheries statistics
the following types of statistical surveys are needed.

8.2.1 Primary phase (fish production)

8.2.1.1 Frame Survey (FS)

A Frame Survey is a sort of inventory survey. Its main aim is to provide accur-
ate information about the size and structure of the fishing industry under study.

The methods used for the collection of the information in a FS are either
"aerial approach" or "water approach" or a combination of both of these.

The survey items covered by a FS are:

1. Number, size (in terms of fishing boats) and area
distribution of the fishing sites.

2. Number of fishing economic units (FEU's) of the in-
dustry and of their components (fishing craft, fisher-
men, fishing gear).

3. Migration of the FEU's.

U. General information about the methods used by the
fishermen for processing and marketing their catches.

From a sampling point of view, a frame survey is a census survey based on the
method of complete enumeration of the survey units.

Since a frame survey secures a complete coverage of the population under study,
it provides an ideal "sampling frame" for the selection of the samples of other sur-
veys covering the same population.

8.2.1.2 Catch Assessment Survey (CAS)

The primary objectives of a CAS are to obtain estimates on a current basis of
total catch in the lake (river), and on a regional basis. Secondary objectives
include the estimation of the species composition of the catch and the fishing effort
involved in obtaining the catch.

The methods used for the collection of the items of information in a CAS are
either "objective measurements" or "subjective measurements" or a combination of both
methods .
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For sampling purposes the method of sampling used for the survey is "sampling in

space and time".

It has been proved that there is a quantitative relationship between the results
of a CAS and the results of a Stock Assessment Survey (SAS). The established mathe-
matical models are of great value for management purposes.

8.2.1.3 Cost and Earn i ng Suryey ( CES )

CES is a fishery economic survey. One of its main objectives is to study the
size of profit derived from individual fisheries undertakings. Also, the results of
the survey can be used to estimate the cost of production of different types of

fishing economic units in order to evaluate the existing fish price system.

The sampling method used for the survey is a "two-phase stratified sample". In

this case a sub-sample is selected from the main sample of the Catch Assessment Sur-

vey. Before any selection is made the sample units are grouped into strata, by
taking as criterion of stratification the type of the fishing economic unit and a fev
units are selected, with equal probabilities, from each established stratum.

For profitability studies the items covered by the survey are:

1. Current expenses which are directly spent for each

fishing operation.

2, Wages paid to employed labourers (estimated cost of

unpaid family members), repairing expenses for hull

(engine), depreciation cost for fixed assets etc.
The profit gained by the individual fisheries under-
taking equals:

(Total fish sale)-(Above items, 1+2)

8.2.2 Secondary phase (processing)

8.2.2.1 Fish Processing Survey (FP8)

In a large fishing unit economy a Fish Processing Survey can be considered to

consist of two parts:

1. An inventory survey where the main objective is to
determine the structure, capacity and organization
of the processing industry.

2. A production survey where the main objective is the
collection of information about the volume and value
of processed aquatic animals and of the products
produced.

In small fishing unit economies curing of fish is done mainly by the fishermen
(relatives of the fishermen) themselves or by minor fish processors who live in the

fishing villages. The processing takes place soon after the fish are landed st the

producing fishing sites. Further, some fish which have already been processed are

reprocessed mainly at market landing places to get higher grade commodities. It is

obvious that higher grade commodities are of a different nature than the usual ones,

especially from the viewpoint of measures for fish price maintenance. Reliable esti-
mates of the survey characteristics vith a minimum cost can be obtained by integrating
the survey design of a Fish Processing Survey with the designs of the Frame Survey
and Catch Assessment Survey. This principle was successfully employed in a number of

inland water statistical surveys in Africa.
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8.2.3 Tertiary phase (marketing)

8.2.3.1 Fish Marketing Statistical Survey (FMSS)

The main objectives of the survey are the collection of information on the quan-
tity of fish transacted and the corresponding price of fish at the wholesaler stage.
Other objectives of the survey are to trace the marketing routes of fish transacted
and to study the structure of retail fish markets and the price of fish purchased by
the consumer.

A marketing statistical survey for wholesale transactions can be planned either
as a P86 * at producing fishing sites, or a NSS - at market landing places. The
design of a P88 - at producing fishing sites, is usually integrated with the design of
the Catch Assessment Survey covering the same population. In such a case the survey
unit is the fishing economic unit. The MSS - at market landing places, is conducted
independently from the CAS and the required items of information are obtained from
the fishmongers.

Table 8.2.3.1.1 gives an idea of the existing relationship between survey items
and type of surveys in fisheries statistics.

Table 8.2.3.1.1 Relation between survey items and type of surveys
(Fisheries Statistical Surveys)
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9. THE LABOUR FORCE OF A FISHIHG INDUSTRY

9-1 Determining the labour force

Manpover statistics consist mainly of separating population data into the cate-
gories given, and comparing them. However, the users of labour force data should have
in mind the existing differences among the following three distinct magnitudes of
labour force statistics.

9.1.1 Population of working classes

It is convenient to treat the number of people from 15 to 6k years of age as the
group supplying the bulk of the economically active, calling it the "population of
working classes". In our case, the population under study can be characterised as
one with a relatively high fertility. It gains a large number of younger people each
year and the age structure is weighed with a large proportion of children. According
to the local standards the "population of vorking classes 9* includes children with
ages of less than 15 years.

9.1.2 Economically active population

Having defined the population of working classes the next step is to set up a
scheme for determining which people are "economically active" and which people are
not. This implies a standard for Judging what activities constitute "productive vork"
and some criteria to Judge what degree of performance is sufficient to class a person
as "active".

9-1.3 Economically active population by industry

We have defined above the economically active population as persons reporting a

productive work (from an economic point of view). These persons can now be classified
into groups by taking as a criterion of classification "where the person is employed"
i.e. in which sector of the economy (industry) the person is employed (fishing,
agriculture, building construction, etc.).

In our case we are going to deal with only the labour force of the fishing
industry .

9 . 2 Labour force by sub-sector of the industry

It has been mentioned that the fishery is divided into three phases (sections):

1. Primary phase: fish production.

2. Secondary phase: fish processing.

3. Tertiary phase: fish marketing.

In such a case the total labour force of the industry (L) can be reclassified
into groups by taking as a criterion of classification the structure of the industry!

L L
x

* L
2

* L
3

where:

L, : labour force of th primary phase ( LF - P.Ph)

L
2

: labour force of the secondary phase ( LF - S.Ph)

L- : labour force of the tertiary phase ( LF - T.Ph)

9. 3 Labour force by type of activity

Within each sub-sector of the industry a further grouping of the labour force can

be introduced by taking as a criterion of stratification the actual ty^e af vork

(occupation) of each individual. Table 9-3.1 gives an idea of the occupational struc-

ture of the fishing industry on a sub-sector basis.
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Table 9.3.1 Distribution of the Economically Active Population by
occupation vithin each sub-sector of the fishing industry

9*^ Fishing labour force

From the above analysis it is obvious that the fishing labour force constitutes
only a part of the labour force of the primary phase ( LF - P.Ph) of a fishing industry,
Specifically, fishing labour force can be defined as the number of persons who engage
in actual operation of capture or culture of aquatic resources. Therefore persons vho
participate in the vork relating to fishing operations, (unloading fish, net repair-
ing, etc.) who never go on the water are units of another component of the LF - P.Ph,
and not of the fishing manpower.

9.^.1 Measuring the fishing labour force

For measuring the fishing labour force one of the following two approaches can be
usedt

1. Census approach.
2, Labour force approach.

According to the "census approach** fishermen are simply those who report parti-
cipation in fishing operations during the previous year.

Aeeording to the "labour force approach" fishermen are those who actually parti-
cipate in fishing operations during the survey period (week).

It is obvious that the above two approaches reflect different conceptions of the
nature of the economic activity. Since a fishery is highly seasonal the labour force
approach can be used to measure fluctuations in the number of fishermen over time.

Classification of fishermen* '

yean
Fishermen pay be classified according to the "time spent for fishing.* within a
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1. Full-time fishermen.

2. Part-time fishermen.

3. Occasional fishermen*

Another classification of fishermen is according to "employment status*9
.

1. Fishermen canoe owners.

2. Fishermen with gear only vorking for themselves.

3. Assistants.

10. RESPONSE ERRORS AND SUPERVISION

10 . 1 Response errors

10.1.1 What is meant by response errors

It is reasonable to make the assumption that for the "survey unit 9* covered by a

survey there is alvays a true value (Individual True Value ITV ) for the characteristic
under study. In other words, it is reasonable to assume that there is a true value
yi attached to the unit U^ in the population.

A recorder assigned to collect information on unit
Uj plays a role of a person

who is trying to shoot at a target. In only some cases will he succeed and the num-
ber of "successes" in a survey vill depend on:

1. The nature of the question.

2. The way the question is put.

3. The experimental conditions of the survey e.g. hov
much precaution has been taken at the process of
designing the survey to minimize the chance of
measurement errors.

10.1.2 The meaning of IRE and THE

In any case the difference between an ITV and the value "recorded 9* on the ques-
tionnaire is the Individual Response Error (IRE).

If, for example, the ITV of nets owned by a fisherman is 1000 yards and the
value "recorded 99 is 600 yards there is a response error.

The aggregate of IRE's we term Total Response Error (TRE).

It is obvipus that the seriousness of the TRE in a particular survey will depend
on the extent to which the IRE's cancel each other out.

10.1.3 Main sources of response errors

10.1.3*1 -Asking the questions

Recorders are usually instructed on:

1. How to greet the respondent.

2. How to ask the questions e.g. keep to the wording and
order on the questionnaire and to ask the questions in
a stated manner (in case of "real measurements 99 there are

special instructions which the recorder has to follow up).

If the recorder does not follow the instructions it tends to produce a souree of

response errors.



10.1.3.2 Probing

In spite of instructions recorders may differ in the extent to vhich they probe
in order to arrive at what they consider to be accurate response. Differential pro-
bing undoubtedly gives scope for the operation of response errors.

10.1*3.3 Recording the answer

Carelessness in recording is another potential source of error. Potential errors
are :

1* Recorders may omit to record answers.

2. Recorders may record answers incorrectly.

10.1.3.1* Cheating

An altogether different cause of response error is conscious distortion or
cheating.

It should be stressed that survey designers have their ovn methods for detecting
cheating and this is the case in our surveys.

10.2 Supervision

lethod using the interview method (real measurement
Their selec-

The success of a method using the interview method (real measurement) depends
largely on the ability of the recorders to elicit acceptable responses. Their sel
tion and training is very important.

Observations by supervisors during the course of the survey operations is
valuable for maintaining standards and keeping the quality of the recorders at an
acceptable level.

10.2.1 The supervisor's task

The supervisor is responsible for:

1. Arranging payment of recorders for their monthly pay and
their per diem claim.

2. Simplifying the field movements of the recorders e.g.
providing transport etc.

3. Solving queries etc., vhich are referred to him.

U. Checking the completeness and consistency of the completed
questionnaires. Every three months the supervisor should
prepare a quarterly report for each recorder. It des-
cribes sources of errors detected in the course of reviewing
their work in the office. As required, the report should
specify what special steps should be taken to avoid making
similar errors in the future.

10.2.2 Field supervision

It has been said that recorders are human beings and therefore liable to make
mistakes. It is therefore advisable to keep the quality of the field work constantly
under review and to investigate any case where a recorder appears to be doing unsatis-
factory work.

The main objects of field work cheeks are:

1. To check the way the recorders select the samples of
ualta". x

2. To test whether a recorder ia fact made all interviews
claimed.
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3* Whether his response rate is satisfactory*
1 . Whether he is asking the questions and interpreting and

recording the answers in accordance vith instructions.

11. JUDGEMENT AND RANDOM SAMPLE

11. 1 Sample versus complete enumeration

From a sampling point of view information on a population nay be collected in
two ways :

1. Complete enumeration or census. In a census every
unit in the population under study is enumerated.

2. Sample enumeration or sample survey. In a sample sur-
vey enumeration is limited to only a part or a sample
selected from the population.

The main advantages of a sample survey over census are:

1. A sample survey is less costly than a census.

2. It takes less time to collect and process data from
a sample survey than a census.

3. The results from a well planned and well executed
sample survey are more accurate than those from a com-
plete census that can be taken.

11. 2 Judgement and random sample

For the collection of information on a sampling basis the following two methods
can be used.

11.2.1 Judgement sample

This method of sampling is mainly used when the purpose of the survey is to
obtain some indications of the survey characteristics in a relatively short period of
time. To give some examples of judgement sample surveys:

1. Information can be collected almost inexpensively by
asking persons known as experts in the subject.

2. Information can be obtained from a few units of the

population that appear to be representative of the
universe under consideration.

The above procedures are rejected outright by the survey statisticians because
we do not know any objective method of measuring the confidence to be placed in the
results obtained when the sample is selected by judgement. No amount of adjustment
and refinement of data from a convenient sample can obscure the two basic weaknesses
of the estimates i.e. that they are subject to unknown systematic errors, Just that
the sample does not provide any basis for objective evaluation of their precision.

11.2.2 Probability sample

The picture completely changes as soon as we begin using a sampling procedure in

which "every unit belonging to the population has a known and non-zero probability of

being selected in the sample". This method of selection is called "probability
sampling" or "random sampling".

The importance of randomness in the selection cannot be overemphasised. It is an

essential part of protection against systematic errors and the whole theoretical
framework of probability theory rests on it.
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To ensure randomness the method of selection must be independent of human Judge-
ment. There are tvo basic procedures:

1. The lottery method: Each member in the population is

represented by a disc, the discs are placed in an urn
and veil mixed and a sample of the required size is
selected (either vith or vithout replacement).

2. The use of random numbers: The members of the popula-
tion'are numbered from 1 to N and n (n<lf) are selected
from one of the tables in any convenient and systematic
vay. These become the sample.

Both procedures are independent of human judgement and ensure randomness; the
first because the units of the population can be regarded as arranged randomly, the
second because the numbers used for making the selection have been generated by a
random procedure.

11.3 'Sampling in space and time

From a sampling point of view sampling surveys are of tvo types:

1. Static sample surveys or sample surveys carried out
on a single occasion: vith the objective of determining
the characteristics of the surveyed population at or
about a given point in time.

2. Dynamic sample surveys or sample surveys over time:
these surveys are mainly used when the population is

subject to change and information should be collected
on the nature or rate of such change.

The sample method used for dynamic sample surveys in fisheries statistics is that
of sample in space and time. A sample of area units first are selected on a random
basis. The sample area units are randomly allocated to a number of time periods.
Items of information are selected only from the selected area/time units.

12. PROCESSING THE RESULTS OF A SAMPLING SURVEY

12.1 Introduction

Vith the field part of the survey completed, the processing of the material and
the highly skilled task of analyzing begins. The main ingredients of the processing
of sample data in inland fisheries statistical surveys are:

1. Editing.

2. Coding.

3. Estimation.

U. Tabulation*

5. Presentation and interpretation of results.

12.2 Editing

Before the completed questionnaires can be regarded ready for further processing
they should be checked for completeness, accuracy and uniformity.

1. Completeness: the first point to check is that there
ia an ansver for every question. The main sources of
incompleteness of a questionnaire are:

1.1 The respondent refused to give an ansver.
1.2 The recorder forgot to ask the question or

to record the ansver*
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2. Accuracy: it is not enough to check that all the
questions are answered; one must try to check whe-
ther the answers are accurate. Inaccuracy nay be
due to carelessness or to a conscious attempt to
give misleading answers, and it may arise from
either respondent or recorder. It should be noted
that answers needing arithmetic, even of the sim-
plest kind, often cause trouble.

12.3

The source documents used for our surveys are pre-coded questionnaires and only
a few questions have to be coded after the collection of the respective information.
Post-coding is usually done at the editing time of the source documents.

12 . U Estimation

Estimation involves the use of the sample data in order to get estimates for the
population characteristics. The estimation procedure (manual estimates) involves:

1. Transfer the items of information from the source
documents to the Working Sheets (WS).

2. Working Sheets have been designed in such a way
that to get an estimate very simple calculations
should be conducted.

12.5 Tabulation

From the Working Sheets the obtained estimates are transferred to the Summary
Working Sheets (SWS) which are the detailed tables of the survey. From the detailed
tables the summary tables are constructed. These tables are usually relatively small
in size and are designed to set forth one finding or a few related findings as effec-
tively as possible.

12.6 Preparation of reports

When the analysis of a survey has been completed it is usually necessary to em-
body the results in a report. The layout of a report has been covered by a memorandum
prepared by the United Nations Sub-commission on statistical sampling entitled Recom-
mendations Concerning the Preparation of Reports on Sampling Surveys. The main points
of recommendations are as follows:

1. Purposes of the survey.

2. Coverage.

3. Items of information.

U. Design of the survey.

5. Survey operations*

6. Cost.

7- Personnel and equipment.

8. Accuracy of the survey.

13. QUANTITATIVE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BASIC VARIABLES

13.1 Introduction

One of the chief objectives of science is to estimate the values of one factor by
reference to the values of an associated factor. When the relationship between two
factors is of quantitative nature, Xhe appropriate statistical tool for discovering
and measuring the relationship and expressing it in brief formula is known as

"correlation" .
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It may surprise some of us to knov that there in very close relationship bctveen
* good number of basic variables in the field of fisheries statistics.

13.2 Some important statistical variables

The user of the results of inland fisheries statistical surveys in African coun-
tries should have in mind the existing difference among the following magnitudes:

1. Fish ^production (FP) (variable WX H
): The total fish

production (X) of a fishing industry is the result of
the operations of the fishing economic units (FEU's)
within a given period of time.

2. Commercial fish production (CFP) (variable M Y fl

): The
total commercial fish production (Y) is a part of the
total fish production which enters the distribution
channel within a given period of time. Further, CFP
can be broken down as follows :

Y
l

* Y
2

* Y
3

where :

Y. : CFP which enters the distribution channel
through the existing lakeside markets.

Yg : CFP which enters the distribution channel
through footpaths leading to the major road
system and inland markets.

Y- : CFP which is disposed locally without
passing through the lakeside markets.

From the above analysis one can easily establish the following unequal! ties :

1. X Y or D
x

X - Y

2. Y V
l

or D
2

Y -
Y.^

The secondary magnitudes D^ and D2 are different in nature. Specifically, Dj
expresses mainly ( self-consumption) +( wages and services paid in fish)+(fish given to
relatives )+{ losses of fish). Dg expresses the amount of the CFP which does not reach
the existing lakeside markets* The size of Dg is a function of the area distribution
of the fishing industry, the existing lake transportation system, the location of the
lakeside markets and inland markets, the existing road system and the purchasing power
of the local consumers. For a family of African lakes it was estimated that the value
of Dg ranges between:

D2/min. D2/max.

0.15Y
* 0.60Y

13.3 Quantitative relationship between the variables HX* and "Y"

The following table shows the yearly fish production and the yearly commercial
fish production of ten fishing sites at a given small lake (live weight)'. Prepare the
"scatter diagram" illustrating the existing relationship between these two variables
(example) :
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13.3.1 How to prepare a scatter diagram

1. Drav two straight lines OX and OY at right angles (the
lines are called axis).

2. Fish production is plotted along the X-axis vhile com-
mercial fish production is plotted along the Y-axis.

3. Find the points which show the commercial fish pro-
duction corresponding to the fish production given.

13.3.2 The regression equation yf (x)

Judging from the chart of the above example we see that the relationship betveen
the tvo variables is linear, and that the straight line appears to be a good fit to
the empirical data. The established general equation can be given by:

y a * bx

13.3.3 Estimating the regression coefficient (a simple method)

Two pairs of corresponding values of x and y can be obtained from the values in

the above table. For example:

when, x 60 y

x - 80 y

U8

Substituting the above values in:

y a + bx

U8 a + 60b

6U a .+ 80b

Subtracting (2) from (l):

-16 -20b

b 0.8 '

a

The equation is:

y + 0.8x

(1)

(2)

or y 0.8x (3)

From equation (3) estimates of commercial fish production can be made for any
desired level of fish production within the limits of the observations shown on the

chart*
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13. 3. k Tht meaning of the estimated regression coefficient "b"

In tht above example tht value of the regression coefficient "b" vat found equal
to 0.6. This means that out of one unit of fish production 0.8 goes to the commercial
fish production.

13. k Quantitative relationship between the variables "U" and *V"

Experimental studies at a lake M L" hare proved that there is quantitative rela-

tionship between the following tvo variables:

Variable "U" : Number of existing fishing craft per fishing
site (vater approach)

Variable "W" t Number of fishing craft seen (aerial approach)

13. U.I Formulation of the problem

During the year 1969 a number of statistical studies vere conducted at lake "L"

aiming to discover proper "control characteristics" which are of value at the design
process of large scale sample surveys. In the surveys, among other things, the
existing quantitative relationship between the above two variables, "U" and "W" , was
studied.

For survey operations the shoreline of the lake was divided into a number of zones
of equal sice and one of them was selected as "control zone" - within the selected zone
two frame surveys (FS's) were conducted. F8^ based on the "water approach" and FS2
based on the "aerial approach"/ The table below gives the obtained results (example):

Lake "L", control zone,

i/ Ho. of fishing craft seen on the beach plus on water

13. k. 2 The scatter diagram

The scatter diagram based on the data in the above table shows that there is i

quantitative relationship between the two variables "W", "U" and the straight line
appears to be a good fit to the empirical data.
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13.^.3 Linear regression equation uf(v)

The established general equation in given by:

u a * bw

Tvo pairs of corresponding values of "u" and Hv" can be obtained from the values
given in the table in section 13.^.1. For example:

when,

w 20 u 30

w 10 u 15

Substituting these in:

u a + bw

30 a 20b (1)

15 a + lOb
.

(2)

Subtracting (2) from (1):

15 - 10b

b 1.5

a -

The equation is:

u - 1.5* (3)

From the equation (3) estimates of the existing number of fishing craft per

fishing site can be made for any number of fishing craft seen within the limits of ob

servations shown on the chart.

13.U.U The meaning of the estimated regression coefficient "b"

In the above example the value of the regression coefficient "b" was found equal

to 1.5. This means that one unit of "fishing craft seen" corresponds to 1.5 of

"existing fishing craft".
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PART III: TECHNIQUES OP SAMPLING (ADVANCED COURSE)

1U. BASIC IDEAS OP SAMPLING

Ik . 1 Accuracy and precision

One of the stages in the "survey system
99 of a sample survey is the selection of

the sample of the survey. As a result of a sample survey estimates are calculated on
the characteristics of the surveyed population. An estimate calculated from the sam-

ple is said to be precise if it is near the "expected value 99

, that is, census count
taken under identical experimental conditions. Por example, if y expresses the aver-

age sample value of a given characteristic and m the corresponding expected value , the
absolute precision of the estimate is given by:

The calculated estimate may not necessarily be near the true value aimed at; that

is, it need not be accurate. In our notation, if M is the true value, the absolute
accuracy of the estimate is given by:

I*
1

!

- |y-v|

Prom the above discussion it is obvious that precision refers to closeness of a

sample estimate to the expected value while accuracy refers to the closeness to the
true value. Deviation between the expected value and true value occurs when the errors

present in the data do not average to zero.

It should be noted that the expected value can be obtained from repeated applica-
tions of the given sampling procedures.'. In the figure below (Pigure 1) there is a

graphical explanation of the meaning of precision and accuracy of the sample estimate
y

Pigure 1. Sampling distribution of the estimates

--d--

m
_. __. Q _

I/ The expected value is the mean of the frequency distribution of the estimates of
"""

all possible samples derived from repeated applications of the given survey method.

The frequency distribution of the estimates is also called the sampling distri-
bution of the estimates.
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From the above discussion it is obvious that the level of precision of a sample
estimate depends on the spread of the sampling distribution, and this is conveniently
measured by its own standard deviation, i.e. the standard error of the estimate. If

the sample statistic in question is the total value of a characteristic, then the rele-
vant distribution is the "sampling distribution of the total", the relevant standard
error the "standard error of the total"; if it is a proportion, the terms are "sampling
distribution of proportion" and "standard error of proportion".

1^.2 Sources of errors in sample surveys

It is important from a theoretical as veil as a practical viewpoint to classify
the various kinds of errors that arise in the survey system of a sample survey into
the following tvo categories:

1. Sampling errors.

2. Ron-sampling errors.

Specifically, in the sampling theory, the idea of sampling erroVs are introduced
under the assumption that any measurement of the J

tn unit is correct for that unit
(errors of measurement are ignored). Further, there is no dearth of examples to show
that errors of measurement or observation, or errors of response, are present when a

survey is carried out (or a census is taken). In the domain of non-sampling errors
are included response errors, coverage errors, processing errors, etc. In the follow-
ing sections the meaning of sampling errors (sections 2a-2d) and non-sampling errors
(sections 2e-2g) is discussed.

ll.2a Bias of estimation

Text books and manuals of mathematical statistics discuss the bias which is attri-
buted to the estimator of a sample survey, i.e. the difference between the expected
value and the true value. The ratio estimate!./ is a good example of biased estimate.
In the ratio method the average (or expected value) of all the sample estimates is not

necessarily equal to the parameter under estimation. For example, if the true quantity
of total fish catch in a given year at lake A is Y 20000 metric tons and the rele-
vant expected value based on ratio estimator is Yo 21000 metric tons, the ratio
estimate is subject to a bias of a level B Yo-Y 21000 metric tons - 20000 metric
tons 1000 metric tons. In the figure below (Figure 2) there is a graphical presen-
tation of the meaning of bias of ratio estimate based on large samples:

Figure 2*

Yo 21000 m.tons
Y * 20000 m.tons

1 k . 2b Selection by means of incomplete sampling frames

Area sampling on the basis of maps is often used in the fisheries statistical sur-
veys at inland waters in Africa. This procedure can give an unbiased sample if the
sampling frames used are complete. The same situation exists when sampling units are
selected on the basis of different lists and registers of the units. The use of incom-
plete lists often fives a strongly biased sample.

I/ See section 15.5
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lU.2c Hon-response

Like an incomplete sampling frame, there is a danger of bias in data selection
in which, from units chosen in the sample, it is not possible to get information on
the surveyed characteristics. It is a risk of bias to base the results of the survey
on the respondents alone, since the non-respondents may be different from the respon-
dents. Sampling theory points the way to methods for dealing with non-response.

lb.2d Other sources of sampling bias

(i) In systematic sampling^- if the population consists of a periodic trend,
e.g. a simple sine curve, the effectiveness of the sample depends on the value of the
spacing interval. Specifically, systematic selection can lead to a bias if the spac-
ing interval is an even multiple of the half-period.

(ii) In the case of current sample surveys there is a risk of bias if the samp-
ling frames used are not kept up-to-date.

(iii) The use of purposive samples or quota samples might lead to bias results.

lh.2e Response errors

In the previous sections it has been indicated that, in getting at the optimum
sampling design, it has been assumed that the Job is to estimate from a sample what
would have been obtained from a complete census conducted under identical conditions.
This statement of the problem avoids dealing with response errors, i.e. observation
errors that are present in a census taken with equal care. The real problem in this
regard is the measurement of response errors. Specifically, three points need consid
eration: (i) How response errors arise; (ii) Detection of response errors; and
(iii) Estimation of response variance.

(i) How response errors arise Suppose a fisherman is asked about the total
quantity of fish caught in a given day and that the response obtained is xj t ^/. By
using the "real measurement approach" the true quantity of fish caught is given by

y . From a sampling point of view, the response xit obtained is a random variable!/
with mean

5Cj
(average individual response) and variance a

j
. If there are N fishermen

at the given inland water place, we have the values:

which are the average individual responses to the question "quantity of fish caught in
a given day". The average of

Jfj i.e.:

8

Mi*'
is called the "expected survey value" obtained under given experimental conditions of
the survey. Further, the average of the true values yj is given by:

1 r
*

*l,s

By using our notation, the difference:

B' - *-f

I/ See section 15*^

21 Suffix t stands for the trials and suffix

The difference
difference X-

J for the units in the population,

j
is called the "individual response deviation" and the

is called the "individual response bias".
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it called tht "bias of the surrey
9* when the purpose is to estimate f f the average

quantity of fish caught per fisherman/given day*

(ii) Pfteft lop, of response errors Past experience has proved that the magnitude
and direction of the difference between the true value and the value obtained from the

survey depends upon the method used in the survey, the design of the source documents
and the human elements , i.e. the recorder and the respondent.

In the field of large scale statistical surveys detection of response errors is

obtained through the Quality Check Surveys (QCS's). The QCS 9 s are intensive studies
of relatively small samples and every effort is made in them to attain the highest
level of efficiency possible. Through the QCS v s the magnitude and direction of the
H
gross errors" are assessed i.e. the algebrical differences which are calculated by

comparing the individual answers between the main survey and QCS, and the magnitude
of "net error" is estimated i.e. the overall error remaining after any cancellation of

gross errors has taken place. It should be noted that many of the individual res-

ponse deviations may be very large. But this does not mean that the response bias of
the survey *rill necessarily be large. Some of the individual errors may be positive,
some may be negative, and the response bias may be small.

(iii) Estimation of response variance Response variance, like sampling variance,
can be estimated from the obtained sample data. This can be illustrated with the

following example: At Lake Volta (Ghana) a large fishing site harboured N-315 fishinp
economic units. To get an estimate of the level of response variance of average
catches per unit the following survey system was employed:

1. A sample of n30 fishing economic units was selected on

to-fishing day and fish catch information was taken (y)
by using the "real measurement approach".

2. On day to+1 a sample of n'*100 fishing economic units was
selected (in the n' units the sample of n units was inclu-
ded) and information was collected of fish catch on to-
fishing day (x) by using the "interview approach".

For the above example the estimators of total variance, sampling variance and
response variance are given in the table below:

It should be noted that in the field of large scale surveys control of response
errors is achieved through a proper selection* training and supervision of the field
personnel of the surveys, consistency checks of the completed questionnaires, re-
interviews, etc.
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lU.2f Coverage* content errors

Frame Survey (FS) taking in inland waters is a big operation requiring the use
of enumerators and other persons at various levels, transport boats , cars, etc* Due
to the sheer sise of the several operations involved and the peculiarities of the sur
veyed population errors of different types are likely to creep in. In FS's there are
two kinds of errors to be checked:

1. Coverage errors i.e. 1) omissions or erroneous inclusions
of fishing sites, and 2) omissions or erroneous inclusions
of fishing economic units within the fishing sites covered
by the Frame Survey.

2. Content errors i.e. errors on the reports of the number
of gear owned by the fishermen, number of gear fished, etc
(see section lU

An estimate of the sources of coverage errors and their magnitudes are calculated
through the Coverage Check Surveys!.'.

lU.2g Other sources of non-sampling bias

1. Editing errors; With the field part of the survey completed,
the various stages of processing the material and the highly
skilled task of analysing it begin. It cannot be taken for
granted that the data coming from the field are free of all
errors. Incompleteness, inconsistency and inaccuracy in the

completed questionnaires will strongly affect the reliability
of the obtained results if they are not checked at the edit-
ing stage of the survey system of the survey.

2. Coding errors; Another source of bias is the errors arising
in the codes of the surveyed characteristics. To avoid
coding errors the coders must be practised on a sample of
data and the problems that arise are discussed to bring
about uniformity and consistency in the procedure.

3. Recording and arithmetical errors; Arising at the stage
when estimates of the surveyed magnitude are calculated and
in the tabulation process, these errors strongly affect the
level of reliability of the obtained results.

1U . 3 Mean Square Error (MSE)

The users of statistics are always interested in the question of the level of

reliability of the results obtained from a given sample survey. The index of the

Joint effect of bias and of random error is the Mean Square Error. Specifically, in
the sampling theory estimators of MSE have been produced for the following two cases:

1* NSE of statistics when response errors are ignored.

2. MSE of statistics when response errors are taken
into account*

To define the MSE in the above case (l) we use the notation already established
in the previous sections. For a given statistic 2 in the sample (i.e. total, mean,
proportion, etc.), let the expected value be m(m E(t), where the operator E stands
for the expected value), the standard error of the estimate is o t and the variance of
the statistic is:

I/ See: 1) Section 5.3, 2) Frame Surveys at Volta Lake, St.8,/2, FIO:SF/OHA/10 f~
March 1970 by O.P. Basigos.
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If p it tho true value of the parameter under estimation, the biaa ia given by:

B m-y

The formula for the M8E ia given by:

N8E(a) E(-p) 2

- E{(*-mMm-y)}
2

7(t)+B
2

From the above analysis it ia obvioua that if z ia unbiased the variance and the
Mean Square Irror of the statistic vould coincide. Of two estimators *i and 22 the
one giving the smaller Mean Square Error around the parameter to be estimated vill be
preferred.

In the case (2) the Mean Square Error of the statistic x - 6x t (see section
lU.2e) ia given by*

n

E(x-f)
2 A+B+OD

Where:

v|f>T(it 44.-X4 ) i
I n" J

I

ia the reaponse variance

I - v~J(l-X) , ia the sampling variance

2Cov. (xt-i-) j(L-X) reflecta the correlations
betveen reaponae and
sampliag deviatione, and

D (l-f) 2 t ia the square of the reaponae biaa.

lU . k The application of confidence intervals to detect the biaa (errors of
measurement are ignored)

It haa been pointed out that the biaa caused by the sampling can be detected
through the examination of the organic structure of the sample. It is sometimes
possible to study the final effect of the biaa by comparing the sample estimates vith
the results of a census survey, provided that such information is available, or vith
relevant supplementary information.

Let us use the following notation: a is the sample statistic of n elements,
the standard error of statistic is o t and the value of the population parameter is t.
The t-fold value of the standard error is the margim of error:

$ t0 t

The probability that the interval ttt eewars tVH population parameter is:

In the ease of bias the confidence interval doe's mot cever the population para-
meter at the given probability level. Am tmftisfttism cf *hs Mgmitude of the bias of
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the statistic can be obtained by comparing the ralue of Z vith the established limits
(lover, upper) of the confidence interval.

1U.5 Methods of de-biasing

In many cases fishery statisticians are asked to assess the efficiency of the
sampling procedures of various sample surveys undertaken vith the absence of an
experienced designer. In most of the cases the selected samples are biased. How can
the results of the sample surveys be improved by eliminating or at least reducing the
bias? One solution to the problem is to design a new survey based on healthy statis-
tical principles. This solution is, however, very costly and hardly provides a prac-
tical solution to the problem. It is therefore advisable not to change the structure
of the sample and to try to get better results on the basis of the given biased
sample. The sample bias can be diminished by using certain methods of de-biasing:

1. Bias of estimation can be eliminated by choosing the
proper estimator or increasing the site of the sample
or by using the method of stratification after selec-
tion and weighting vith the real proportions of strata.

2. Bias by means of incomplete sampling frames can be
eliminated by introducing correcting factors in the
estimation procedure of the survey.

3. In the case of non-response , ve select a small sample
from the sample of non-respondents and the sub-sample
data are used in order to revise the sample estimates*
From a sampling point of viev 9 the survey population
composes of tvo sub-populations or strata: respondents
(NI) and non-respondents (Ng), (N-N1+H2). Let nx be
the number of sample respondents, vhile n2 units failed
to respond* Ve take a sub-sample of site rg ing from
non-respondents and collect information from these units.
An estimate of the population mean is given by:

y -
^(

vhere t

lU . 6 Costa of Fisheries Statistical Surveys

Vith a large and increasing number of sample designs throvn up by the development
of sampling theory, the choice of near optimal design is far from easy* Prom a samp-
ling point of view, that design is to be chosen vhich yields a required quantity of
information at a specified accuracy (precision) at minimum cost; or alternatively the

design providing the required information at specified cost vith maximum accuracy
(precision). However, other factors should also be taken into account at the process
of designing a sample survey. In the field of fisheries statistics the time vhich

passes from the design of the surveys until the publication of the results strongly
influences the utility of the obtained results. In the figure belov (Figure 3) there
is a graphical representation of the relationship betveen the time required for ob-

taining the results and the utility of the results:
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Time required for obtaining the results

Figure 3.

Among the various arguments in favour of using sampling procedures is that the
sampling method can often supply the required information vith greater speed and at
lover cost than a complete enumeration. For this reason, information on the costs in-
volved in sample surveys is of particular value for the development of the sample sur-
veys within the countries and is also of help to other member countries. Since every
operation means cost, an attempt is made to use simple , straightforward procedures,
procedures vhich can be completed vithin the time schedules, and vhich take into
account all administrative requirements. In the figure belov (Figure U) there is a

graphical representation of the various phases of the survey system of a current
Catch Assessment Survey (CAS) at inland vaters.

From a sampling point of viev, tvo types of cost computation must be distinguished:

1. Pre-estimated cost i.e. calculation of the costs at the
process of designing the survey.

2. Actual cost i.e. calculation of the costs after the

completion of the survey.

Further, for optimum planning it is mostly necessary to determine the "cost-
function", i.e. the function vhich indicates the quantitative relationship betveen
cost and the sample sise of the survey*

For a better presentation of the cost items of a CAS , a tvo-vay table is used.
In the following table the first criterion of classification refers to the various
phases of the survey system .of a CAS and the second criterion refers to the type of
the cost items, i.e. one-time cost, current fixed cost, current variable cost.

I/ CASt Cat eh Assessment Survey.
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Figure k.
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The cost items of a current CAS

Coverage Cheok Surveys might be conducted at this stage.
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Integration of samcle surrers

Modern sample surreys are becoming multipurpose in character in the sense that
information it collected on hundreds of items belonging to different fields of enquiry
and that the results must be made arailable before they become out of date. In the
research programme at inland waters in Africa the demand for data is normally satis-
fied through a series of different surreys, i.e. Fiahery Statistical Surreys, Biolog-
ical Surreys. Limnological Surreys, etc. While the rarious research fields are
corered by specific research programmes it is rery important to integrate the surrey
system of the rarious surreys and the resources arailable. Integration implies
greater efficiency and lover cost for the surreys corering the population under inves-
tigation. The main operational steps in which integration might be achieved are:

1. Integration at the sampling stage.

2. Integration of the field operations.

3* Integration of the pre-mechanical processing of data.

U. Integration of the mechanical processing of data.

5. Integration of the organisational aspects of the surreys.

15. TYPES OF SAMPLE DESIGN

15.1 Introduction

The scope of this chapter is to present in compact form a collection of the types
of sample design used in fisheries statistics (inland waters) at the present tine with
indications involred in their application. It is hoped that the sampling methods pre-
sented in this chapter with illustrations will make sampling more efficient in the
hands of the respectire workers of this field.

15-2 Simple Random Sampling (SRS)

Assuming that there are N fish (species A) in a fish pond,
all be distinguished from one another they can be denoted by:

If these units can

Fish: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, ... , J

or, Unit: a^ , a2 *3 *J 1, 2, .... N)

Now the following question needs consideration: If If h how many distinct
a ample si/ of size n * 2 can be drawn from the N units? The number of distinct samples
is giren by the combinatorial formula:

v n ; ~
nl(N-n) 1 2121

The six distinct samples of site n * 2 are giren in the table below:

JF7 The same fish is not allowed to occur twice in the sample (sampling without
""

replacement, wrp).
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If the procedure of lection it such that each sample has an equal probability
to be selected, the type of sampling is called Simple Random Sampling.

la practice, it is impossible to produce each tine all the distinct ample* of
lie n and selact one of than. Usually a simple random sample is drawn unit by unit.

The units in the population are numbered from 1 to K. A series of random numbers be-
tween 1 and H is then dravn by means of a table of random numbers!'. The units in
the population which bear these numbers constitute the sample. It has been proved
that this method produce* simple random samples*

15.2.1 Istimation of the population mean and total (SRS)

Assuming that for each unit ai in the population is attached a variatc value yj
for the characteristic (y). By using our notation the following magnitudes can be
defined:

N
a: Population total: Y J y* yi+^+ys*

Jl
Y 1

b: Population mean: ? =
jf(

yi+y2*y 3'*'

n
c: Sample total: y I /i (yi+y2+73+ +y n)

J"l

v 1
d: Sample mean: y *

Jj-(yi+y2+ --yn)

e: Estimated population total: Y Hy

It has been proved that in simple random sample the sample mean y is an unbiased
estimate of the population mean ?.

Example It A fish pond contains N 1200 fish. A simple random sample of n
Uo fish vas selected and their total weight vas obtained (y 2000 gr):

1. What is the total weight of fish in the population
(estimate)?

2. What is the estimated average weight per fish?

Solution!

1. T " Hy
|jy

- 1
^x2000gr. - 60kg.

2. y .
J

15.2.2 Sampling error of y

It has been proved that in simple random sampling (wrp) the variance of the
sample mean is given by*/ :

(D V(y) -
J(l-|)Bj

-
(J-|)8J <S*)8

J
2where S
y

is the variance per unit in the population,

The aame number ia not allowed to enter tHe aample more than once (sampling with-
out replacement). Table of random numbers ia givea in Appendix Ilia.

I
1
]

th* fmctolp < 1-|>
m *& y * called the finite population correction (fpc)

f is small, thia fletor Is close to unity.
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Arl ( j- f >

8
-ih-

From the above formula (l) it is obvious that the variance of the sample Bean
depends upon the population variance and decreases as the sample site increases.

The standard error of y equals the square root (positive) of the variance of y:

(2) s- /FfsTf

The meaning of S-: The standard error of y shovs the degree of concentration of
the sample means around the population mean (errors of measurement are ignored). If
the value of S- is small it implies that the probability of a large deviation from the
population mean is small.

For n>30, the statistic y follovs the normal distribution H(? t S- ) . In such a
case there is a probability of 95 percent that the sample mean falls within the
interval :

(3) ?-1

Further, from the above inequality the confidence interval for Y can be estab-
lished (P 95 percent, large samples):

( U ) y-i . 96S- <?<y+l . 96S-

Thc standard error of the sample mean can be expressed as a fraction or percen
tage of the population mean. This magnitude is called the coefficient of variation
of the sample mean, CV(y). It expresses the relative precision of the statistic y:

(5) CV(y)- i

Where:

CV(y) =^ : coefficient of variation in the population.
Y

2 2
In practice S is hardly known. An unbiased estimate of Sy can be obtained by

using the data of the selected sample:

(6) s: A:.!<>,-'* i^i

An unbiased estimate of the variance of the sample mean is given by:

(7)

/.t .*
*n H ;

*y
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The estimated standard trror of y is given by:

(8)

The estimated coefficient of variation of y is given by:

where, cv(y) r*- estimated coefficient of variation in the population.

Also, the estimated confidence interval of ? is given by (P 95 percent, large

samples) :

(10) y-1.96s-<?<y+1.96s-

Example 2; A Frame Survey (PS) vas conducted at Lake A. The table below (Table

15.2,2.1) gives the total number of available gill nets per fishing site (y) covered

by the survey (H 72 fishing sites covered by the PS). Operations needed:

1. Select a sample of n 25 fishing sites (SRS, vrp).
2

2. Use the sample data and calculate the magnitudes s ,

y t cv(y) f v(y) t s^, cv(y).

3. Estimate the confidence interval of ?.

k. Calculate the population mean by using the data of
the Prame Survey.

5. Calculate the absolute level of precision of the

sample mean.

Table 15.2.2.1 Total number of gill nets available per fishing site (y) f
PS-Lake A
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Solution:

1. In the table below (Table 15*2.2.2) the selected sample is given.

Table 15.2.2.2 Selected sample of fishing sites

estimated magnitudes are:

rrr~i STM^^hn -

25|r{57Q266o>
(fi"2^

? . 0?392 gni nets
2

y

c v ( y )

v(y)

'97392 gill nets* 312.08 gill nets

?U percent

97392 25**3 gill nets

2. The

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.5

2.6

3. The

221.19 gill nets<Y<U29.37 gill nets

U. The calculated population mean is:

s- /25**3 gill nets7 50.1*3 gill nets

cv(y ) rxlOO 15.50 percent
325. 28'

estimated confidence interval of ? (P 95 percent, t-studsnt)

T 2

7 fN
357.87 gill nets

5. The calculated absolute level of precision of the sample mean is:

|d 1 | |325.28-357. 87
|

32.59 gill nets

15.2.3 Sampling error of Y

In section 15-2.1 it is indicated that the estimated total of a surrey charac-

teristic is given by:

Y -
Hj

Therefore the variance of Y is:
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(11) V(Y) - W 2V(y)

The standard error of Y is:

(12) Sf - ^(Y) By/

The coefficient of variation of Y is:

(13) CV(Y) -*- -r* =* CV(y)
* Y Y

The confidence interval of Y is given by (P 95 percent, large samples):

(lit) Y-1.96Sy<Y<Y-H.96Sy

Unbiased estimates of the above magnitudes (11-13):

The estimated variance of Y is:

nN y n y

The estimated standard error of Y is:

(16) sy
- /7TFT y/^n*

I>? "

The estimated coefficient of variation of Y is:

(17) cv(Y) . li . X . Ii . cv(y)
? "y y

The estimated confidence interval of Y is (P 95 percent, large samples):

Example 3: By using the data of Table 15-2.2.2 calculate v(Y), s v , cv(Y). Egtimate the confidence interval of Y. Calculate the absolute level of precision of Y

Solution:

Estimated magnitudes:

1. Estimated variance of Y,

V( J, . lifc^a .
T<T;-?),9T398 . 1 ,iew a l . 1a .111

2. Estimated standard error of Y.

sj ^13182981.12 gill nets 2 3630.814 gill nets

3. Estimated coefficient of variation of Y,

cv{Y) jUiofSg*100
* 15 ' 50 P rc Bt

vhere,

Y 72x325.28 23*20.l6 gill nets

*. Estimated confidence interval of Y (P - 95 percent, t-student),
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23*20. 16-2. 06Ux36 30. 81*<Y<23U20. 16+2. 06Ux36 30. 8U

15926.11 gill nets<Y<309H*.21 gill nets

5- Estimated absolute precision of Y,

|d 2 |

- |231*20. 16-257671 23U6.8U gill nets

15.2. I* Sample size

An important problem arising in a sample survey is the determination of the site
of the sample. The following are the principal steps involved in the choice of the
sample size:

1. We must know what is expected to be achieved through
the survey.

2. Some equation must be found connecting the sample
size and the requirements specified in (l).

3* This equation vill contain certain unknown quantities
belonging to the population. These quantities must
be estimated.

From the above formula (5) it is obvious that there is a relationship between
the size of the sample and the precision of y. Provided that CV(y) is known (data
of a previous survey) the required sample size for a given precision of y would be:

CV(y) - CV(y)/O

"##
1

~

g
-
/rff- *nd

(18) n -

Example U; A fish pond contains N 1000 fish (species A). A survey is planned
to estimate the average weight per fish. How many fish should be selected to achieve
a CV(y) * 0.05 (Note: From a previous survey it was found that cv(y) 30 percent).

N 1000 fish,

and y

-!- *.T - 35 fi.h

/

15.2.5 Estimation of proportions

We shall now consider the problem of estimating the proportion of a population
belonging to a certain class A. Assuming that in a given fish pond there are two
kinds of fish, species A and species B. Ve would like to estimate the proportion of

species A in the population, through a simple random sample selected from the fish

pond. If for every fish in the pond we define the variate y* as 1 if the fish belongs
to class A (species A) and otherwise it is easy to see that the total number of fish

belonging to class A in the pond is:
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(19)

The proportion (P) of fish belonging to class A is:

' 9 *A
(20) P - (N -

' total number of fish in the fish pond).

From the above discussion it is obvious that estimating P is equivalent to esti-
mating a population mean, where the mean is defined in terms of the nev variate y
taking up values 1 and 0.

As a consequence, the following results are readily obtained. If a simple random
sample (vrp) of n fish is selected from the fish pond and DA and njj are the number of
fish in the sample belonging to species A and B respectively (n n^^ng), an unbiased
estimate of P is given by:

(21) p - P -
nA

(q - - 1-

The variance of p is:

v(p) - .(i-)sf

where :

and:

N-l N-l

The standard error of p is:

(23) S
p

The coefficient of variation of p is:

By using the sample data unbiased estimates of the above magnitudes ( 22, 23, 2*0
are obtained:

The estimated variance of p is:

(25) v(p)
N-n ) npq m N-n pq
Nn . n-1 N n-1

The estimated standard error of p is:

The estimated coefficient of variation of p is:

r>

(87) cv(p)

If If is large relative to n, the above formulae (22-27) are simplified as follows;
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(22.) V(p) - 3. (25.) v(p)

(23m) S p
- =/F5 (26.)

CV(p) -
^if/p

(27a) cv(p)

From the above formula 22a it is obvious that for a given sample site V(p) is
maximum when P ^. Also, formula 2Ua indicates that the coefficient of variation of
p is very high when P is very small. This means that a very large sample site is
needed in order to reduce the coefficient of variation of the estimate to reasonable
limits, if the item under question is rare in the population (i.e. has a small P).
In such a situation, this method becomes very expensive.

Example 5: A fish pond contains two kinds of fish (species A, species B). A

simple random sample of n 220 fish gave 55 fish belonging to class A (n A 55).
Estimate the confidence limits for P in the population (P 95 percent).

Solution :

P " ~ *
220

FT 0.0289

0.2 5- 1.96x0. 0289 <P<0.25+1. 96x0. 0289

0.1928<P<0.3072

15.2.6 Estimation for a subgroup

Quite often we make estimates for subgroups of a population in addition to the
entire population. For example, in deck sampling!./ we wish to know the quantity (num-
ber, weight) of fish caught by species in addition to the total fish catch. In such a
case we are interested for subgroups of the population. The sizes of subgroups are
generally unknown. In our example, if a sample of n fish, selected from the population
under investigation (fish on deck), contains ng fish of a given species, these ng fish
form a random sample from the Kg in the subgroup. However, the number ng is not fixed
like our n* but is a random variable in the sense that it is likely to vary from sam-
ple to sample. For estimation purposes the following procedure can be used. Those
units which do not belong to the subgroup are supposed to have a value of zero. It
has been proved that an unbiased estimate of the subgroup mean is given by:

(28) yg
-
J- f'yj

The variance of the estimate being:

(29) V(y g )
- {i(i-).i-}s*

As an estimate of the variance of y we may take:

I/ Deck Sampling; An Assessment of a Pilot Trawling Survey on Lake Malawi (Malawi ) 9

by G.P. Batigos, UIDP/8F/MLW.16. February 1973
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(30)

where:

'

n
g
-l

For the subgroup total we have, estimated total:

Estimated variance of the estimated total:

2
(iJL)s*2(32) v(Yg )

where:

2 1
n-1

Example 6; To get an estimate of the total number of gill nets owned by the
trained fisherman (inland waters) in a given country the following procedure was used.
Prom the general registry of fishermen (N * 5000 fishermen) a simple random sample of
n 100 fishermen was selected. The sample gave ng 20 trained fishermen. From each
selected fisherman of group g information was selected of the total number of gill
nets owned, variable y. The obtained sample magnitudes are:

20 20
52 1UO

1. The estimated average number of gill nets owned per trained fisherman
in.

yg H 2.6 gill nets

2. The estimated variance per unit is,

} 0.2526 gill nets 2

3. The estimated variance of yg is,

T(yg )
i
7(l-i|2...)

xo.2526 0.012377 gill nets 2

b* The estimated coefficient of variation of y is,

cv(yg ) - /0
*"jTT *3LOO - U.2 percent
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5. The estimated total number of gill nets owned by the trained
fishermen is.

Y g f^p*52 2600 gill nets

Calculated value of s* 2 is,6.

7. The estimated variance of Y g is,

v(Y g ) P79300 gill nets'

8. The estimated coefficient of variation of Y~ is.

cv(Y g ) pcrcent

15.3 Stratified sampling

Stratification is a method of making use of auxiliary information for improving
the precision of the estimate. It has been seen that in simple random sampling the
variance of the estimate (e.g. V(y)) depends, apart from the sample size, on the
variability of the characteristic in the population. If the population is heterogen-
eousi/ it may be possible, by using auxiliary information, to divide it into sub-
populations (or strata) each of which is internally homogeneous. If a simple random
sample (vrp) is taken from each stratum it should be possible to make a precise esti-
mate of the strata averages. These estimates can then be combined into a precise
estimate for the population. Since the main purpose of stratification is to achieve
a better precision, a number of problems arise for which solutions must be found i.e.
a) Estimators for stratified sampling and their properties; b) Allocation of the
overall sample to the strata; c) How to construct strata and how many.

15.3.1 Estimation of population mean and total

The fish catch of an experimental fishing boat is divided into a number of strata
on the basis of, say, size of fish, thereby separating the very large ones, the medium
sized ones, and the smaller ones. For the ith stratum (i 1, 2, ... k) the site will
be N fish, the population total Y$ (weight of fish in kg), the variance per unit 3?.
A random sample of size n$ is selected from the i* n stratum, the sample mean being
yi . It is easy to see that an estimate of the population total:

k

I Ni?i

is given by:

(33) Yst

where ,

I/ Me*iureent* rry considerably from otfe unit to another.
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Further, an estimate of the population mean is given by:

The variance of the estimated total

(35) V(fit )

J"l

The estimated variance of Y is:

k
(36) T(Tit ) -

If the
(35, 36) are simplified

sampling fraction (v4>) it negligible in all strata the above formulae
simplified as: i

(35a) V(Yit )

The variance of the estimated mean is:

i * o
(37) V(y. t )

.
Jj I iji

It should be noted that vith stratified sampling, there is in general no single
finite population correction factor, the factors entering individually into each
stratum.
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The estimated variance of y t it:

(38) V(y. t ) -
Jy I H^t/i)
11 i*l

If the sampling fraction
38) are simplified as follows:

(37i

k

I }

il

r

n i

2
*

is negligible in all strata the above formulat (37,

(38a)

Example T: The table below gives the number of landings (H 25 landings) on

day d at a given fishing site along with their catches in kg. Estimate the average
catches per landing and total catches by: a) Selecting a simple random sample of
size n - 10 landings; b) A stratified random sample of site n 10

k
r
5

(n *
I n^ . n^ 2 landings).

Fish catch

(StpM)

(Str:2)

(Str3)

(Str:4)

(Str:5)

a) Simple Random Sample

Sample data, kgs ( 3, 31, 22, 33* *<3, 21, 2**, 35. 5. 12)

10
1. Sample total y J yj

* 229
J-l

2. Sample mean y
J-

22.9 kg/landing

3. Estimated total landings Y -
Ny

- 25x22.9 572-5 kg

U. Variance of the estimated total,

i 7*90 kg2

5. Coefficient of variation of Y,

CV(Y) 15.51 percent
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b) Stratified Sample

Sample data (kg) by stratum:

Stratum-1: (l, 5)
Stratum-2: (11, 13)
Stratum-3: (25, 21)
Stratum-It: (32, 35)
Stratum- 5 :

1. Calculated magnitudes by stratum:

2. Estimated population total:

l st (5x3)4-(5xl2)-(5x23) + (5x33. 5TT.5 kg

3. Estimated population mean:

Y
t

"
25-

*
-g-

* 23 - x kg/landing

Variance of the estimated total:

V( 93.T.

5. Coefficient of variation of Y:

CV(Yst ) percent

15.3.2 Allocation of the total sample to the strata

We nov consider the problem of the allocation of the total sample size n to the
different strata. It should be noted that the precision of the estimate depends
heavily on the allocation made. Provided that the strata have already been construc-
ted, there are two methods by which the total sample can be distributed among the strata

1. Proportional allocation.

2. Optimum allocation.

1. Proportional allocation

Proportional allocation is used in practice when auxiliary information on strata
variances is not available. This method gives the most efficient estimates (i.e. those
with the smallest sampling variance) for a given sample size (n), provided all the
within-stratum variances are equal. In proportional allocation the sampling fraction
is constant from stratum to stratum:
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n n l 2 i nk
< 39) f -ij- |

-
-ij- -if

n nWi , (Wj )

This allocation of the sample site gives a self-weighting sample. If many items
are involved, self-weighting estimates are of great interest. It is easy to see that
the estimate of the population total takes a simple form:

fti

J-l

N i if

If, c - -, then:
n^ n

(UO) Ypr
- c I.yi - c { J

4

r
i

With proportional allocation the variance of Y isi

(M) V(Ypr )
-

Or:

(-2) V(Y pr )
- ~ X NiSjil

The estimated variance of population total is:

If the sampling fraction (=p) is negligible in all strata the above formulae (U2 t

U3) are simplified as follows: *

k k

(J.3) v(Ypr ) -
J [ N

.^
- c I

The estimated population mean is:

""" v ij/tn
-

tj,

The variance of y r is:pr

(U 5 ) T(? pp
)

The estimated variance of y pr
is:
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i-1

If the sampling fraction (=4-) is negligible in all strata the abort formulae (1*5,

U6) are simplified as follows; *

U5a) V(ypr )
-

) v(ypr )
-

Example 6 i The registered fishing economic units (PEU's) at Lake A have been
grouped into three strata by taking as a criterion of stratification the kind of
fishing boat used. In order to get estimates on the number of gill nets owned (y) by
the fishermen, a random sample of FIU's vas selected (stratified sample - proportional
allocation). The table belov shovs the units in the population and in the sample on
a stratum basis and the sample totals of the characteristic under investigation.
Estimate the confidence intervals of T and T respectively (P 95 percent).

5

Estimated population totalt

C - 800.
100 clOOO - 8000 gill nets

Estimated variance of the estimated totals

r( Ypp) *OH098000 - 56000 gill nets 2

Estimated standard error of Ym-i

v /56000 - 236. 6k gill nets
pr

Estimated confidence interval of Y (P

8000-1 . 96x236 . 6U<T<8000+1 . 96x236 . 6k

7358.19 gill nets<Y<8ii6l.8l gill nets

Estimated population meant

100
2 " 10

95 percent):
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6. Estimated variance of

600-100
JgxlO

- 0.875 gill* % *pr'
~

100x1

7. Estimated standard error of

sy
- 1D. 875 * 0.935* gill nets

8. Estimated confidence interval of ?, (P * 95 percent):

10-1. 96x0. 935* <?<10+1. 96x0. 935*

8.17 gill nets<?<11.83 gill nets

2. Optimum allocation

If the vi thin-stratum variances differ greatly from one stratum to another, the
method of proportional allocation no longer gives the best possible estimates. In
this situation the sampling fraction for any stratum should be taken proportional to
vithin-stratum standard deviation. Thus:

This allocation (optimum allocation) gives the smallest variance for the estima-
ted mean (total) for a fixed total sample site n.

The variance of the estimated total is:

(W) v(yopt )
- i

The estimated variance of the estimated total is:

k )2 k

n i
If the sampling fraction (*) i* negligible in all strata the above formulae (1*8,

U9) are simplified as follovs: *

(U8a) V(Yopt )
- i

The variance of the estimated mean is:

I i8i

(50) V(yopt )
-

n

The estimated variance of the estimated mean is;

(51) r(yopt > i
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If the sampling fraction (= ) i negligible in all strata the abore formulae (50.
$1) are simplified as follows:

(50a) V(yopt )
- i

(51)
k )

I "i-i

Example 9; By using the data of example 8, estimate the optimum n^ in the strata
(n 100).

10: Th table below the sample totals by stratum for the optimum
allocation of n. Estimate the confidence intervals of Y and ? respectively (P 95
percent) .

1. Istimated population total:

Yopt 6800 gill nets

2. Estimated variance of the estimated total:

J^x6013*8leo00 52134.81 gill nets 2
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3. Estimated confidence interval for Y:

8800-1. 96x228. 33<Y<8004-1. 96x228. 33

8352 gill nets<Y<92l*7 gill nets

b . Estimated population mean:

5* Estimated variance of the population mean:

6. Estimated confidence interval of ?:

11-1. 96x0. 902<?<11+1. 96x0. 902

9.23 gill nets<?<12.77 gill nets

15.3.3 Some properties of the estimators

It has been stated that one of the basic considerations involved in the use of
stratification is the achievement of better precision for the estimated magnitudes.
In this section we vill describe in what way the gain due to stratification is
achieved.

In the cases of simple random sample and stratified random sample with proportio-
nal and optimum allocation the variances of the estimated means are denoted by:

Vran : Simple random sample

pr : Stratified sample/prc

opt : Stratified sample/optimum allocation.

V_ r : Stratified sample/proportional allocation

n i
If the total sample size is fixed and the sampling fraction

(jj
) is negligible in

all strata it could be proved that the following equations are * valid (approxima-
tion) :

(52) vran

(53) V
pr

Where:

The above equation (52) shows that proportional allocation would be very benefi-
cial if the strata averages ? differ greatly from one stratum to another*

Equation (53) shows that optimum allocation would be very beneficial indeed if
the strata variances s| differ greatly from one stratum to another.

In the figure below there is a graphical presentation of the level of precision
for the population mean achieved through the sampling methods of simple random sample,
stratified-proportional , stratified-optimum and for a fixed sample site n (CAS -

Volt a Lake):
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as Simple random

b: Stratified -

proportional
ct Stratified -

optimum

aamp ling method

15.3.fc Estimation of the sample sixe

In a stratified sample the principal steps involved in the choice of the sample
size aret

1. We must know what is the expected precision of the estimate
e.g. Vo: expected variance of y af

2. Estimation of the within-strata variances.

3. Determining the method of allocating the total sample size
to the strata.

Vo is:
In the case of proportional allocation the required total sample sice for given

v
H?

w
i
s
i

In the case of optimum allocation the required total sample size for given Vo is;

k

(55) n

If the sampling fraction (2-f) is negligible in all strata the above formulae (5i.
55) are simplified as follows: *

n - -
f

(55m) n -

gxamole 11 a At Lake A the active fishing economic units have been allocated into
four strata by taking into account the kind of fishing boat used (dug-out canoe, plank-canoe, small plank-boat, large plank-boat). Within each stratum information is avail-
able on the variance per unit of the variate (y) {(y) : total number of gill oats used
by FEU), Rov many Fill's should be selected to achieve an estimate of the average num-
ber of gill nets used per FIU vith a coefficient of variation of 5 percent? Calcula-
tions for the sis* of n should be made for the following CMOS:

1. Proportional allocation

2. Optimum allocation.
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CV(y)

Or:

Vo - V(y) - (0.05x?)
2

If the estimated y12, then:

Vo - 0.0025xlUfc - 0.36

In the case of proportional allocation:

In the case of optimum allocation:

(3.3)
2

.

0.361-0.32

15.3.5 Estimation of proportions

In vrp simple random samples of site nj ,

mate of the population proportion P is given

(56) pit - i
I H iPi W1Pi

Where:

i n t vithin strata, an unbiased eati-
by:

p. is the sample proportion of units in class A in i th stratum, and V^ is

the stratum weight t
'

1stThe variance of
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Where:

The tltd variance of pgt is:

(58) v(p. t > "
Ja I

Where:

If
follows t

-1 can be taken unity, the above formula (57) can be eiMplified ae

) v <p.t> - :ri

From the above formula (5Ta) it is obvious that the variance of p at depends on
the product P* and Qi (l-Pi). The product is small if P^ is near to zero or to

unity. Thus higher precision can be achieved if the strata can be formed in such a

way that units belonging to the class under investigation (for which the proportion
is sought) can be allocated to the same stratum.

Hi
In a stratified sample with proportional allocation (ni n ) the estimator of

the variance of the proportion is:

It has been indicated that if lHi/Ni-l, then, SJ PiQi- In such a case the op-
timum sample sixe ni is given by:

(60)

Example 12; At a given inland water place the registered fishermen have been
grouped into three strata by taking as a criterion of stratification their place of
residence. In order to estimate the proportion of fishermen owners of boats, a sample
of n - 200 fishermen was selected from the registry. The table below provides the
sample values of pi of the fishermen owners of fishing boats. Estimate the confidence
interval for P (P 95 percent).

I/ Population values
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Estimated population proportion:

Pst "
I *iPi - 0.7*7

Calculated variance of P t :

Calculated confidence interval of P:

.7*7-1 . 96x0 .039* <P<0 . 7*7+1 . 96x0 ,039*

0.6698<P<0.85*2

15.3.6 X-proportional allocation

In section 15.3.2 the allocation of the total sample site to the strata was made
by using the R-proportional allocation. If measures of the control variable (x) are
available for all units in the population, the sample sites of n$ may be found as a

proportion of X^ :

(61) ni nj

Where:
Hr k If

x i I *ij* x I I *ij
J-l i-1 Jl

This allocation is called the X-proportional allocation. The variance of Y is

given by:

15.3.7 Construction and number of strata

With the construction of strata the ideal situation is that in which the distri-
bution of the control variate is known. In such a case strata are formed by cutting
up the distribution at suitable points. In the absence of this information the next
best thing is the frequency of some other quantity that is highly correlated vith the
control variable. It should be noted that vith skew populations in which a small pro-
portion of the units accounts for a large proportion of the total (of y) a practical
solution to the problem is to take the largest unite into the sample vith certainty
and select a sample from the rest.

As far as the number of strata is concerned, at first eight the answer is that
multiplicity of strata would improve the precision of the estimates. This is one
reason that the survey statistician favours the use of a large number of strata.

Multiplication of strata, beyond a reasonable number, is attended by some disadvanta-
ges, i.e. the cost and time of processing the data should be increased considerably.

15.* Systematic sampling

Suppose a fish pond, contains fish, numbering from 1 to W. To eeleet a sample
of n unite toe following procedure can be used:
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1. We calculate the spacing interval z

2. We select a unit of random from the t first units
(Jth selected unit)

3. The sample contains the n units vith serial number*
in the population, J, J+, J+2*, ... , J+(n-l)z.

From the above analysis it is obrious that the first selected unit determines the
vhole amplei/. This type of sample has been called an every th systematic sample
(vith the i being the spacing interval).

It has been proved that in systematic sampling vith spacing interval x, an un-
biased estimate of the population mean is given by:

Where suffix s stands for the selected systematic sample (s 1, 2, ... , *).
The variance of the estimated mean is:

(ft) V(y.) -
\ I (y 8 -?)

2

8-1

The above formula ( 6U ) shows that best results will be achieved if the variability
within clusters is very high, i.e. the clusters are as heterogeneous as possible. It
is easy to shov that the variance of the systematic sample mean can also be vritten as:

(65) V(y g )
-
!{(i-I)+(n-l)p.}

where p B is the correlation coefficient between units in the same systematic sample
( intracluster correlation coefficient). From formula (65) it is obvious that positive
correlation between units in the same systematic sample increases the variance of
estimate.

In practice, however, when we have reason to believe that the listing of units in

the_population can be considered to be random, the formula for estimating the variance
of y for simple random sample (wrp) is applied (see section 15.2.1) for calculating
v(y.K

It should also be noted that the systematic sample may give very poor results if
the population consists of a periodic trend. In fact, if the spacing interval s is an
even multiple of the half-period, the sample is no more precise than a single observa-
tion selected at random from the population (see figure below). However, if the
sampling interval is an odd multiple of the half-period, the estimate would be very
precise.

Systematic sampling is a great advantage/ in a large scale survey where the sample
is to be selected at the spot in the field and where we want to make sure that the
recorder has made no mistakes in the process of selection. Again, since the sample is
evenly spread over the whole population, we expect to obtain fairly precise results.

Another way of looking at systematic sampling is that the population has been
divided into s large sampling units (clusters) each of which contains n of the
original units. The operation of choosing a randomly located systematic sample is
Just the operation of choosing one cluster at random from the m clusters.
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Order of units in th* population.

Further notes on the variance of y ft
: With regard to the estimation of error of

the sample estimate it is obvious from formula (6U) that it is not possible to get an
unbiased estimate from a single sample. However^ if more than one systematic sample
is selected, one could estimate the variance of y easily. Another estimator for the
variance of y s is given by:

(66)

Where:

And:

The

sl s-1

is also called "variance within the clusters 9

Example 13: At a beach B, a systematic sample of landings vas selected on a

given day. From each selected landing information vas collected on the total fish
catch (y), by using the "real measurement]] approach. The sample data are given below.
Estimate the coefficient of variation of y s .

Sample data:

If

n
50
10

10
250kg

1

Estimated population mean:

y g 25kg per landing

Estimated variance per unit:
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Estimated variaaee of y :

1.6kg
2

cv(y ) gl
xlOO 5-06 percent

15-5 Ratio estimation

In this section ve vill present another method in vhieh emphasis is laid on the
use of auxiliary information for improving the precision of estimates. If the values
of (x) (auxiliary variate) are knovn for all the units in the population and the ratio
of y (survey variate) to x does not differ considerably from unit to unit, it nay be
advantageous to estimate the population ratio:

from the sample and thereby estimate the population mean or total. 'This estimate is
called ratio estimate. In the case of simple random sampling an estimate (biased) of
the population total is given by:

(67) Yrat - x RX

vhere:
n n H

J-l
'

J-l
J *

J-l
J

An estimate of the population mean is given by:

(68) yrat " * * R*

It should be noted that in large samples the bias of the estimate is negligible ,

The exact expression for the variance of the estimate is very complicated. As
an approximation of the variance of Y ve may take:

(69)

Where:

?.

Or:

Where p: coefficient of correlation betveen x and y

As an estimate of the variance of Y ve may take:

(70) v(Jrmt ) - H
2

(jLjL).Jx

It_has been proved that the estimators Yrat and yrat *?* biased i.e. I(Yrat )f*Y and
*'yrat)f** This bias is negligible in large samples (n>50). In such a case, the
ratio is normally distributed and the large-scale formula for its variance is valid
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Where:

L -

j-i

Or:

As an approximation of the variance of yrat * ay take:

N
(Tl) V(yr.t>

(*-p)
| (

.. _ .2

^j-i
Or:

As an estimate of the variance of yrat ve *y take:

,2
,)

-

Or:

We shall now compare the variance of the estimate based on the sample mean of y'
(simple random sample) and the ratio estimate. We have:

1. V(Y) -
N*(jLi)S^

2. V(Yrat )
- H

2

(i-J)(S^R
2
S^.2Rp8 x Sy )

Hence the ratio estimate has the smaller variance if:

cv

Example Ik: At a given man-made lake there are 110 fishing economic units. In
order to estimate the total number of fishing operations of the units on the lake in
the course of a given year, the following procedure was used. A simple random sample
of FEU's vas selected (n 15). From each sample unit information vas obtained on the
survey characteristic (y) and the number of active fishermen (x). The total number of
active fisherman at the lake is known (results of a Frame Survey). The table below
gives the obtained sample data. Estimate the confidence interval of Y (total number
of fishing operations at the given year).
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Estimated total number of fishing operations on the lake at the giren year:

*rat * ^ X3Uo " 222U9 filing operations

Estimated variance of T:

Or:

*(*rat> 1^^(685000+1*992. 8lxlU5-2x70. 66x9790) - 25*39 fishing operations'

Estimated confidence interval of Y (P 95 percent):

222fc9-l. 96x11 23. 76<Y<222t9-H* 96x1123. 76

200^*7 fishing operations<7<2Ui51 fishing operations

15*5*1 The use of ratio estimation in estimating proportions

Suppose that on a given day the total number of baskets of smoked fish which
reached a lakeside market is H(J 1, 2, ... , If). Each basket contains fish of two
different species* A and B. A simple random sample of size n of baskets is selected
and from each sample basket information is collected on the total weight of the basket

(xj) and the weight of species A (y)

The proportion of species A reaching the given market is:

N

(73) P

As an estimate of P ve take:

The variance of p can be taken as follovs:

a* p 1 |

*2 X^ n y*

*

(75)
nX
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As an estimate (approximation) of the variance of p we nay take:

(T6)

Example 15: At a given inland water place there are 1500 registered FBU's. A

simple random sample of 30 FEU's was selected and information was obtained from each
ample FEU on the employment status of the active fishermen. By using the sample data

estimate the confidence interval of the proportion of salaried (cash) assistant fisher-
men in the population. In the table, the symbol x expresses the total number of ac-
tive fishermen per sample FEU and the symbol yj the respective salaried assistant
fishermen.

Estimated proportion of salaried (cash) assistant fishermen:

' 5096

30 .30
Estimated variance of p:

v(p)

Or:

Estimated confidence interval of P:

15.5.2 The use of ratio estimation in stratified random sampling

There are mainly two ways in which a ratio estimate of the/ population total Y can
be made:

1. Separate Ratio Estimate: A separate estimate is made of the total of each
stratum and these totals are added:

<TT) tr.t ..

k .

If the sample sites u are large in all strata the variance of Y 1st
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(78) V(Yrmt .s> -
I Vi

1*1

Where:

The estimated variance of Y is:

k
(79) *(*rat.s> "

I *iil

Where:

2* Combined Ratio Estimate: From the sample data ve first compute:

k k -

If the total sample sise n is large, the variance of Yr*t.s i * given by:

(80)

Where:

The estimated variance of Yrmt>B in

Where:

15.6 Difference estimation

Another method which is. used in the field of large-scale sample surveys in order
to improve the precision of the estimates, by making use of supplementary information,
is the difference estimation. We have seen that the ratio method will give a good
estimate if the line representing the relationship between y and x pastes through the
origin. If this line does not go through the origin, it would be better to use an
estimate based on the regression y on x, rather than on the ratio of y to x. When
several items are to be estimated from the same survey the difference estimation re-
places the regression estimation because of the simplicity to calculate the estimates
of the survey characteristics.

As an estimate of the population mean we may take:

(82) yn -
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k : the constant k is usually taken eq.ua! to unity*- ,

It should be noted that y is an unbiased estimate.

- ?+k*-kE(X)

Th Trinc of yp i girn by:

(83) V(yD )
- if^ gij- {(yj-kKjMf-kX)}

2

An unbiased estimate bf the variance of yg is:

Or:

(8U) v(yD )

An estimate of the population total is given by:

(85) Yj) HyD H{y4-k(X-x) }

The variance of YD is:

(86) V(YD ) - H2V(yD )

An unbiased estimate of the variance of Yp is:

(87) v(Yn ) - H2v(yn )

Example 16: By using the sample data of example Ik, calculate the yD and cv(yD )

Calculated magnitudes:

y * 212 fishing operations
x 3 active fishermen

X 3*09 active fishermen

k - 1

Estimated average number of fishing operations per FEU during the given yean

yD - 212i-K3.09-3.00) 212*09 fishing operations

I/ The precision of k increases as k*B 9 vhere is the regression coefficient in the
~"

regression equation y
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Estimated variance of

ks>.kk fishing operations

Estimated coefficient of variation of

cv(yD ) 3 * OT Pepcent

15.7 Istimation in unequal probability sampling

Stratification, ratio, regression and difference estimation are some of the tech-
niques by which the variability in the site of the units is controlled. Another such
technique is pps sampling where the units are selected with probabilities proportion-
ate to their sice. This method has a good deal of application in the field of large-
scale surreys where the sampling of clusters of units, with or without sub-sampling
within clusters, is preferred to direct sampling of individual units for one of two
reasons: One is the difficulty of organising a sample of individual units in the
absence of a reliable frame. The second reason for cluster sampling is that sampling
of individual units does not make the most economical use of the available resources.

pps method has the advantage of giving unbiased and easily calculated estimates
of means, totals and variances. In order that this shall be so selection must be made
with replacement. The measure of cluster sise is the supplementary information avail-
able for the units. For example, the measure of size of a fishing site may be its num-
ber of fishing economic units, FEU's (data available from a Frame Survey). In this
method a unit with a larger sice has a higher chance of selection as compared to one
with a smaller sice. A simple method of selection of the sample would consist in
allotting numbers to the units in proportion to their sice and then use the table of
random numbers as usual. As a demonstration of this process of selection, consider
the problem of selecting three fishing sites from those listed in the table below;

If the number of units in the population is very large so that the cumulation of
the sites of the units becomes very laborious, the following equivalent procedure may
be used:

1. N s lumber of clutters in the population, e.g. fishing titet.

2. x : Sise of the i th cluster, e.g. number of FlU's (i 1, 8, ... I).
* xmax * Maximum sise.
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Choose a pair of random numbers, oat between 1 and I and tht other bttvttn 1 and

*max* I? tbt second random number it smaller than the tise of the unit aeleeted pro*
visionally by the first random number, this unit is finally selected in the sample.
If not, this unit is rejected and the selection is made afresh.

As a consequence of choosing units with probability proportional to (x) the esti-
mation procedure is particularly simple. Let the sample selected by this procedure be

given by:

*! Y2 Y
i

Pl P2 ' Pi

Tn

Where:

*i

Pi ;rS (X I Xi), is the probability in which the i
th unit is

il selected in the sample of site xj.

As an estimate of the population total Y, ve take:

(88 )

i-Vi

Note that in formula (88) the term (l~:r) does not appear, as sampling is vith

replacement (vr).

The above estimator (88) is unbiased, i.e.:

E(Y) Y

The variance of the estimated total is:

(e"

The estimated variance of Y is:

(90) r(Y)

Rote that if

V(Y)

,
! ta-ir

'lil >l

then:

Example IT; At a new man-made lake there are 20 fishing sites. In order to get
an estimate of the number of gill nets ovned by the fishermen (y) the following survey
method vas applied. By using the "water approach" a Frame Survey was initiated on the

basis of which eye observations were obtained on the number of fishing boats (x). A

sample of four fishing sites was selected from the sampling frame (pps) and informa-

tion was obtained on tfce survey variate. The table below gives the eample data.

Estimate the T and cv(Y)



- sample data -

Istimated total number of gill nsts ovned by the fishermen:

E*tiMt4 rariane* of T:

'

Bstimated coefficient of rariation of Y:

CT(Y) lOO clOO 1.9 percent

15.8 Two-stage

When the clusters are large it is difficult to enumerate them completely. At the
same time it is unnecessary to collect information on erery individual in the sample
clusters. Instead, it may be better to take a further sample of surrey units from
each selected cluster and collect information of the surrey characteristics from the
sample surrey units. The sample is thus selected in tvo stages. At the first stage a

sample of clusters are selected and at the second stage a sample of surrey units are
selected vithin the sample clusters* The sample design is called tiro- it age sampling.

We shall now study hov to form estimates with their standard errors from a tvo-
stage design.

atation i

I t Kumber of first stage units (Primary Sampling Units, PSH's)
i 1, 2, 3. ... t I.

n t First stage sample site.

M^s 8ise of the i*n PSU, i.e. number of surrey units, hare called
Secondary Sampling Units, SSU's (j 1, 2, 3, ... ,N i ).

mi ; Second stage sample units vithin the 1 th PSU.

fi f First-stage sampling fraction.
\

f2i *
jf~

' Second-stage sampling fraction for 1 th F8U.



15-8.1 Estimation in equal probability sampling

Let the fishing industry at a given inland water place consist of V fishing sites
out of which a simple random sample of n fishing sites is selected. From a given
sample fishing site containing M* fishing economic units m^ FEU's are selected at ran-
dom and investigated for the number of fishermen (y). Let y^- be the number of fisher-
men of the J

th fishing economic unit from the i th fishing site. As an estimate of the
population total ve take:

(9D

Where:

The above estimator (9l) is unbiased* i.e.:

E(Y) - Y

The variance of the estimated total is given by:

Where:

And:

9 i %i

Note that:

The estimated variance of Y is:

(93)

Where:

*1 2
Y

111=11
-iy

n *

rr *

n .

n-1 ,L5j-
^

And:

J-l



Exasmle 18- At a given inland vater place there are eight fishing sites. In

to let an estimate of the number of fish traps oirned by the fishermen (y) a

ile random ml! of fishing sites was selected (n - 3). Within each selected

fishing site a number of fishing economic units vas taken ( 3) and information
vac obtained from the selected units on the survey characteristic . The. table below

provides the obtained sample data. Calculate the magnitudes Y and cv(Y).

- Number of traps -

Estimated total number of traps:

i . j ! i t

Where:

28xrr 56 traps

Y
2

-
22x|

66 traps

- - 77 traps

199 traps

8

And:

Y - ~xl99 " 531 traps

Estimated variance of Y:

1U73.3 + 673.3

(68.63*)*(31.37Jt)

2H6.6 trmp

(100*)

cr(T) - 8.73 p.re.nt



15.8.2 Estimation in unequal probability sampling

In two-stage design another scheme of selection consists of selecting n fishing
sites (PSU's) vith replacement vith probabilities p* . An independent simple random
sample of m fishing economic units is taken from every sample primary sample unit.
We shall call this scheme two-stage sampling vith unequal probabilities.

by:
Within a selected PSU the estimated total of the survey characteristic is given

M i
(9k) Y t

- 1

In the present case an unbiased estimate of the population total is:

, n v. , n , MJ m<

If:

t , . i_ Hi 1

1
Pi n

ij.

Then the above estimator (95) can be vritten:

The estimated variance of the estimated total is:

t n \2

Example 19? To estimate the number of fishing operations (y) during the period
t Q at a given inland vater place a two-stage sampling scheme was adopted. A sample of

fishing sites was selected vith unequal probabilities (probabilities proportionate to

the number of existing fishing boats) and within each sample fishing site a simple ran-

dom sample of fishing economic units vas taken. The table belov gives the obtained

sample data. Calculate Y and cv(Y).
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Estimated total number of fishing operations during the period to :

Y . I
J t f

- 65fl9fl . 22000 fishing operations

Estimated variance of Y:

|>(H60000000-lU52000000)

1333333 fishing operations
2

Estimated coefficient of variation of Y:

cv(Y) -
22000*100

" 5 ' 25

15.8.2.1 Self-weighting system

In practice the selection of SSU's within the sample P8U*s is made by using the
method of systematic sampling. Further, considerable simplification in the analysis
of the data can be achieved when the sample selected is made self-weighting. This is
done by adjusting the sice of the overall sample of SSU's in such a vay that the
estimate can be obtained by multiplying the value of (y) in the sample by a known con
stant factor c. To give an illustration* suppose that the population consists of!nMi secondary sampling units and ve vant to select a total sample of m T i -

i-1 M . il
In a self-weighting system the sampling interval within a sample primary sampling
unit is given by:

m*

M.
(96) cnp< , if, for example c 50

*i
i

then:
M
l

if
* 50 *i

In such a case the estimator for Y is modified as follows:

"'

1 5 8 . 3 Stratified two-stage sampli

The theory discussed la the previous sections is applicable when PSU's are selec-
ted from a stratum. To get am estimate of population total, as well as variance, we
simply add the independent estimates obtained within the established strata* Thus, in
the case of sampling with unequal probabilities, the estimated population total is
taken by:

i/ See also, Case Study, chapter 17.
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Where the suffix i stands for the strata ( I 1 , 2 1 . . . t L) .

Also, the estimated variance of Y is:

L
v(Y) -

X
T

V(Y t )

Where:

v(Y )

15.9 Area sampling

The first requirement for a probability sample of any nature is the establishment
of the Sampling Frame. A Sampling Frame is a collection of sampling units vhich may
be unambiguously defined and identified. For certain types of samples a complete and
accurate list of the survey units covered by the survey is used as a Sampling Frame.
For other samples, such a list may not exist or cannot be obtained inexpensively. An
Area Sampling Frame is a geographic frame of veil defined area units whereby any
element has an association with the established area units. In an area sample the
ultimate sampling units are the area units and the survey units can only be identified
by geographic rules associating them with the sample area units. The method of area
sampling is a necessity for the statistical surveys at inland water places which are
characterised by a high level of peripheral mobility of the fishing economic units.
For the selection of the sample units the following steps can be taken:

1. Up-dating of topographical sheets, preferably of scale 1:50000.

2. Proper stratification of the area covered by the survey
population.

3. Proper delineation of the area units into the established strata.

U. Grouping the area units into minor strata by using auxiliary
information (e.g. data of an aerial survey).

5. Selection of the sample of area units.

6. Selection of survey units within the sample area units.

16. SUMMATORS, EXPECTATION TECHNIQUES

16.1 One summator

The sum of n consecutive integral numbers can be written:

If suffix i 1, 2, 3 n then:

3

The expression Ji is called the "suanator*
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1

Ji o + i i

o

2

Ji 1 + 2 - 3

1

Ji -1*2*3-6
1

k

L
- (-1) * -1

1

Ji (-1) * * 1 -

1

Ji
- (-2) * (-1) + * 1 - -2

Ji (-3) * (-2) * (-1) +0+1+2--3
-3

8

Prove;

n 1

1 n

If we multiply each term of (1) by c then:

S 1 exi + c*2 + 0x3 + ... <f oxn

Or:
in n

K 0x3 * ... * cxn - Jci Tci
i-1 I

3i 31 * 3x2 * 3x3 18

3i " 3x0 * 3x1 * 3x2 * 3x3 18
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+3x1-0
1

ri .l^S^l^** 1 + 2 + 3 + 1*

2i 2xl 2x2 . 2x3 2 + U + 6 .3*333* 3
" *

3

J(-5)i (-5)xO * (-5)xl 4 (-5)x2 * (-5)x3 -30

-2

Ef-a)
1

(-2)
1 ^ (-2)

2 4 (-2)
3 * (-2)

U
- -2 ^ k - 8 * 16 - 10

1

Prove ;

n n

1. Zci c li
1 1

n n
2. ZU + c) - Ii +nc

1 1

n n
3. ][( ci +b )

- c][i+nb
1 1

16.1.1 Tvo summators

Let us assume that the suffix i takes the values :

i - 1, 2, 3 ..... n

and the suffix J takes the values:

j 1, 2, 3. m
2 6

The double summator J ^ ( i<fJ) is:
i-1 J3

2 6

I I (i+j) - (1>3) ^ (l^U) * (1+5) * (1+6)
i-1 J*3

+ (24-3) + (2+U) + (2+5) * (2+6) - 5*

Generally the double summator:

n

X I (i+J) - (1*1) (1+2) * (1 + 3) + ... + (l+)
1-1 3 " 1 (2+1) + (2+2) + (2+3) + ... + (2+m)

(3+1) (3+2) + (3+3) + ... + (3+)

(n+1) + (n+2) + (n+3) + ... + (n+)
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Another presentation of the double uator J J (i*J) i given in the table

below: *-1 4 -1

Prove?

in Jitt in
1. I I (1*J) "

I i *

J-l i-1

2. J I (ci*bj) cm J i * bn J
il J-l i-1 J-l

i-2 J-6 .

The double sunnator J J ij
i-1 J-3

Z

2 J

? U " (1*3) * (I***)
i-1 J-3 4 (2Ki4) ^

Generally the double ummators

* (1*6) * (2x3)

i-n J-n
J E

i-1 J-l
(ixl) + (1x2) * (1x3) * ... * UXB)

(2xl) + (2x2) * (2X3) * ... * (2XB)

(3X1).* (3X2) * (3X3) '... * (3x)
ft tf W

(nxi) * (nx2) * (n*3) * ... * (nx)

i-n J-B
Another presentation of the double uBator I I ij i given in the table
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Prore;

i-n J- in J-m
l '

I*-!
E
-l

iJ "
Z -* l J

2. T I (ei)(t>J)
i-1 J-l

i-n W J- ^

.' V- 1

General exrci

Calculate the following u :

3 5

1.
Ji

*

Ji

k.

5.

7.
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9. i I ij
il J*3

i-5 J-2
10. I I U-J)

i-fc J-l

i2 J-l
11. J T (3i*Uj)

i 2 J 1

i-2 J-2
12- I I

i-1 J-3

.

l

i
ki

r
i3 J-l

Ik.

16,2 The ue of eummators in Btatittics

16.2.1 The sum of the numerical valuta of variables

Assuming that the numerical values (real values) of a variable (x) are:

*1 X 2 X
3

x
i

X
5

X6 X
7 X 8 X9 X10 xll X12

If (x) expresses total monthly fish catch of a Fishing Economic Unit (FEU) at
Lake Tanganyika, then the yearly total catches of the FEU is given by:

*1
+ *2 * X

3
* *k * X

5
* X6 * X

7
* X8 * X

9
* X10 * xll

* X12

By using summators the above sum can be written:

i-12
I Xi " xx * x 2 * x 3

^ x^ * x
5

+ xg * XT
1-1 4 x8 * x9

* x10 * ii * X12

Where:

i 1, 2, 3, ... , 12

(the suffix, i, stands for the twelve months of the
given year). For simplicity:

i12 12

,L *
'

I
"

In general, the sum of n values of x ist



10.

11.

x2y2
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In certain statistical problems suwaators are used to express tbe sum of terms
with tvo suffixes, i, J:

a: The suffix, i, is a constant and suffix, J, is a
variable:

i) If i-1 ve bave,

I xij
" xll + X12 + x13

* ' *

J i

ii) If i-2 ve bave,

m
I X

2J
" X21 + X22 * X23

* " * X2

etc.

b: Tbe suffix, J, is a constant and suffix, i, is a
variable:

i) If J-l ve bave,

ii) If J-2 ve baVe,

n

I *i2 " X12 * *22

etc.

*n2

c: Tbe suffixes, i, and, J, are variables:

f ?
iii A* 1 '

X21
X31

if w tt

ff if ff

M ff M

n it

ff ff

ft N

*nl

Prove t

1. ! f
i ji

J-l
.Ii

3. { I J x^jxj.i-1 J-l k-1
1 J k

n a n
I I I ^i^i^k

i-1 J=l k=l
1 J k

i-i
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16.3 Expectation techniques

We assume * discontinuous random variable, x, with:

(1) P(x - x
t ) - Pi

The expectation of the random variable is defined as:

where the sum is taken over all possible values the random variable may take* The ex-

pectation of any function of, x, say f(x), is defined as:

(2) Ef(x) - E(f(x)} - Jp.fUi)
i

If x is a characteristic random variable taking values and 1 with probabilities
p and q respectively, the E(x) equals:

(3) E(x) -ixp + oxq.p
(U) E(x*) -l*xp.lkxo-p

or the expected value of any power of the characteristic random variable is the same
as the expected value of the random variable.

Let x be a random variable which may take values, x 1 , x 2 , *i * n vith
*bl

' '

probabilities p^ , p 2 , Pn and let * b0 another variable which may take values

y 2 . ym The values of x and y are mutually exclusive and the only possible ones,

Further, let P^j be the Joint probability that x takes the value xj and y the value )

The expected value of the sum of the two variables is given by:

(5) E(x+y) -
I

Generally if we have a set of discontinuous random variables then:

k 1 k

The above equality (6) implies that the expectation of the sum of a number of

random variables is equal to the sum of their separate expectations. Equation (6)

stands either for independent or non-independent random variables.

For the same tvo random variables the expected value of the product of the vari-

ables is given by:

(7) Kxy) -
I I (

i-1 J-l
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If x and y are independent then:

(8) E(xy) I x P I x
J
P

1 E(x)B(y)
i-1 *J-1

J

Generally if we have a set of k mutually independent variables then*

k k
(9) E n x - n

The above equality (9) implies that the expectation of the product of a number
of mutually independent variables is equal to the product of their expectations.

16.3.1 Expectation of some statistical functions

P_ P 22
Where B

X sample variance, and o* population variance, prove that E(s )
-

;

n

, (o|
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Prove that V(ax) a2Y(x):

V(ax) V(x f
), x 1 * ax and a constant

- E(x'2)-{E(x')}
2

- E(ax) 2-{E(ax)} 2

a2
(E(x)2-{E(x)}

2

]

a 2V(x)

Note: the operator, V, stand* for Variance

Prove that V(ax+b) a2V(x):

V(ax*b) V(x n
), x w ax+b vhere a v b constants

- E(x") 2-{E(x")}
2

E(ax+b) 2-{B(ax+b)}
2

- a2
[E(x2).{E(x)}

2

)

- a2V(x)

Prove that, if t * j~. then V(t) 1:
x

V(t) E(t
2
)-{E(t)>

2

Prore that !(t) 0:

E(t) - E (i=S)

Prove tht if y, x, are tvo independent random variable*. V(x+jr) V(x)*V(y)

V(x+y)- l(x+y) 2-{E(x-y)> 2

(E(x
2 )-{E(x)} 2

]+(B(y
2 )-{E(y)}

2

]

V(x)+V(y)
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For the sat two variables (x, y) prore that V(x-y) V(x)-V(y)t

V(x-y)
(E(x-y)

2-{E(x-y)}
2

]

(E(x
2 )-2E(xy)+E(y2

)]-[{E(x)}
2-2E(x)E(y)>{E(y)} 2

]

[E(x
2 )-{E(x)> 2

]+(E(y
2 )-{E(y)} 2

)

V(x)+V(y)

If x and y are non-independent variables* prove that V(x+y) * V(x)+V(y )+2Cor . ( x t

y) (Cov. Covarianee):

(E(x
2 )-{E(x)} 2

]*(E(y2)-{E(y)}
2

]*2(E(xy)-E(x)E(y)]

V(x)4V(y)*2 Cov.(x t y)

where Cov.(x f y) - E(xy )-E(x)E(y ) E(x- x ) (y~ y )

Prove that for the sane two variables x v y (as above) V(x-y) V(x)*V(y )-2Cov.
(x. y).

Prove that p (coefficient of correlation) is given by:

xy
* COY '

Where:

Prove that cov.(x, y) Pxy* ax*y

Prove that cov.(x f y) (^y) Cov.(x, y)n n

Where x 9 y, are sample Means.
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APPENDIX Him - TABLE OF RAHDOM NUMBERS
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17. A CASE STUDY : THE SAMPLING DESIGN OF TR1 CATCH ASSESSMENT SURVEY (CA8) AT LAKE
TANGANYIKA (TANZANIA)!/

1T.1 Purpose of the survey

The Catch Assessment Survey at Lake Tanganyika (Taniania) is a probability sample
survey, conducted on a lunar month basis by the Lake Tanganyika Fisheries Project
(Tanzania). The primary objective of the survey is to obtain reliable current esti-
mates on a regional basis, and for the Tansanian part of Lake Tanganyika, of the total
quantity of fish harvested by the fishermen at the lake (in terms of live weight in
metric tons). Secondary objectives include the species composition of fish catch and
the fishing effort involved in obtaining the catch, from vhich the estimate "catch per
unit of effort" can be obtained. This type of information can be used, among other
things, in determining the management practices that might be necessary in the future
and provides a base line on vhich these practices can be rationally evaluated.

IT .2 The sampling method of the survey

The sampling method used for the CAS can be described as "sampling in space and
time". For space, the area sampling method on a stratified multistage basis with

unequal probabilities (pp*) vas used. As far as time is concerned the method of the
stratified random sample vas applied.

IT. 3 Sampling in space

For the stratification of Lake Tanganyika (Tanzania) limnological information and
data concerning the area distribution of the fishing industry vere used as control
characteristics of stratification. Specifically, the lake vas divided first into
seven areas here called "strata". In order to take full advantage of possible gains
from area stratification the sample design adopted called for a further stratification
of the surveyed population. Specifically, each stratum vas divided into a number of
area zones, here called minor-strata, by taking into account the level of localization
of the fishing industry.

IT. 3.1 Sampling units

A sampling procedure presupposes the division of the surveyed population into a

finite number of distinct and identifiable units called the sampling units. Specifi-
cally, the smallest units into vhich a population can be divided are called the ele-

ments of the population (survey units), and groups of elements are called clusters.
In our case the Fishing Economic Unit (FEU) vas taken as the survey unit or reporting
unit and the Fishing Site as a cluster unit or Primary Sampling Unit (P8U). An FEU

is an integral unit composed of fishing boat, fishing gear and fisherman(men) to

carry out fishing operations.

IT. 3. 2 The sample of Primary Sampling Units (PSU's)

For sampling purposes, a number of fishing sites have been selected vithin each

established minor-stratum. Specifically, the sampling design called for the selection
of tvo PSU's vithin each minor-stratum vith probabilities proportionate to the number

of fishing boats (inter-penetrating sub-sampling method vith unequal probabilities).
For the survey, the selected sample of PSU's vas kept fixed over time. In the table

belov (Table IT. 3. 2.1) the selected sample of PSU 9 s is given.

I/ A report prepared for the Lake Tanganyika Fishery Research Project, by G.P. Bazigos

FI-.DP/URT/T1/012/1 December 19T3 f Rome, Italy.



Table 17.3.2.X Selected staple of FSU's

Stratum : 1 * Selected fishing sites/CAS

Total 2805c

Stratus : 2 - Selected fishing sites/CAS

Sises: M-6tn21 629e

M~8trt23 721c

Total 1937c
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Stratum : 3 - Selects* fishing sites /CAS

Simes! M-Str:31

Stratum : I - Selected fishing sites/CAS

Siiest M-Str:Ul U*0c

Stratum : 5 - Selected fishing sites/CAS

Sisest M-8trt51 252c
M*6tr:52 360c
M-8tr:53 393c

Stratum

Total 1005c

6 - Selected fishing sites/CAS
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Stratum : 7 - Selected fishing sites/CAS

Sites: M-Str:71
M-8tr:72

Total 675c

Estimated sice of the fishing industry by Minor-stratum

(Frame Survey - Jun/Jul 1973 , map-data)

17.3.3 Tht sample of Fishing Economic Units (FEtTs)

From a statistical point of viev a fishing site (PSU) can be considered as a

compound area unit consisting of tvo parts, the residential area of the fishing site
vhere the headquarters of the FKU's are located and the beach of the fishing site
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vhere the producing FEU's are located. According to the established "survey method"
of the survey, vithin each selected P8U information on the static characteristics of
the FEU's i.e. items of information on the components of the FBU's, are collected by
using the census approach* vhereas items of information on the dynamic characteristics
of the FEU's i.e. input and output data of the fishing operations of the units, are
obtained by using the sampling approach. For the selection of the samples of FEU's
vithin the sample fishing sites, the method of systematic sampling with a random
starting point is used.

17.1* Sampling in tine

One of the purposes of the CAS is to provide reliable estimates of the trends

describing the yield seasonality pattern at the lake. By taking into account the type
of fishery at the lake it was decided that the "reference period

9* of the survey char*
acteristics of the CAS would be a lunar month (typical period).

Within each typical period the selected PSU's (fixed sample) are randomly allo-
cated in survey periods (one survey period covers four days); the obtained sample data
of the survey vithin a typical period are used to provide estimates on a lunar month
basis. Annual estimates are calculated by adding up the monthly estimates.

17. 5 The survey period of the Catch Assessment Survey (CAS)

For the CAS the length of the survey period was determined by taking into account
the sampling error attributed to day-by-day variations of surveyed characteristics.
It vas decided that the optimum survey period of the CAS is four consecutive days.
Specifically, the first day is used to set up the sampling frame of the existing FEU's
vithin the sample fishing sites. Items of information of the survey character! itics
are collected vithin each of the remaining three days.

17.6 Survey operations

The description of the survey operations provides an indication of the linkage
betveen the sample and survey design and the actual collection and processing of the
data. In this section a summary is given of the field operation of the survey and
data processing.

17.6.1 Field personnel

An intensive training course for field recorders, lasting for more than tvo veeks ,

vas held at Kigoma. The course vas also attended by Regional Officers. An objective
evaluation of the trainees vas made through a series of exercises, discussions on

methodological problems and a critical analysis of the results of the conducted Mini
Pilot Survey.

For the field operations of the CAS seven vorking groups (VG's) vere formed.
Each WG consisted of a statistical recorder and an assistant. One VG vms assigned to
each Stratum.

For the transportation of the field personnel betveen the selected fishing sites
tvo boats are going to be used. One stationed in Kigoma (Project boat) and the other
one in Stratum 5 of the survey.

17.6.2 Field operations - control

The best assurance of accurate field vork is that the statistical recorders are

veil trained and are capable, conscientious and keen. Nevertheless, it is important
even vith good recorders to keep a close vatch on the progress of the vork.

In the CAS the main ingredients of the field supervision as far as control is

concerned can be described as follovs:
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1. Field editing* The primary purpose of the field editing,
carried out by the supervisors of the survey, is to catch
omissions, inconsistencies, illegible entries and errors,
before schedules are sent to Kigosia Office (HQ) and
correction is still possible.

2. Ths superrisors Bust also check the quality of the vork
of the recorders* Within a lunar Month each supervisor
is required to observe the vork of the recorders vorking
in the Supervision Area for vhich he is responsible.
During the period the supervisor accompanies a recorder,
he observes hov veil the recorder "sells" the survey,
hov he checks the coverage of the survey units, hov he
selects the samples of the FEU's, whether he asks
questions properly, vhether he conducts measurements
properly, and hov veil he conducts himself generally.

3* Every month the supervisor will give a report to each
recorder of any errors detected in the course of reviewing
his vork in the office. As required, the report vill
specify vhat special steps the recorder should take to
avoid making similar errors in the future.

17.6.3 Source documents

For the collection of the information at the selected fishing sites four forms
are used, Form: Bo, Bl, Al, A2. Specifically, the purpose of Form: Bo is to set up the
sampling frame of the existing. FEU's at the sample fishing sites and collect items of
information on the components of the FEU's. The form is also used for the classifi-
cation of the existing FEU's into groups according to the fishing method used.

Forms Bl is used to select the samples of active FEU's at the sample fishing
sites. Specifically, a sample of FEU's is selected in each survey day within the
established fishing methods.

Form: Al is used to collect items of information on fishing effort and fish catch
from the selected landings using Lusenga, Liftnets or Beach seine net for dagaa as a
fishing method.

Form: A2 is used to collect items of information on fishing effort and fish catch
from the selected landings using Oillnet, Beach seine net for fish or Handlines as a
fishing method. In Appendix Illb the format of the forms used for the CAS are given.

17. 6. k Processing operations

The processing of the material and the highly skilled task of analysing begins
soon after the completion of the field operations of the survey (on a lunar month
basis). Before the questionnaires can be regarded as ready for tabulation they must
be cheeked once more by the supervisors for completeness, accuracy and conformity.
At the same time the quality of coding must be checked by the supervisors.

It has been decided that tabulation be done in tvo stages. In the first stage
the process is done manually. For final presentation vithin a month a number of basic
tables are constructed providing estimates for the most important characteristics of
the survey.

In the second stage machine tabulation vill be used. The computerisation scheme
vill be discussed in another report.

In Appendix IIIc the vorking sheets vhich vill be used for the manual proeessiag
of the results of the CAS are given. Also in Appendix IIIc the instructions for the
completion of toe vorking sheets are given.
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APPEHDIX II Ib - FORMS USED FOR THE CATCH ASSESSMENT SURVEY (CAS)

LAM! TAlfiAMYIKA FISHERIES RESEARCH AMP
PROJECT (TAMZAMIA)

CATCH ASSESSMENT SURVEY CAS:
Page.

FORM: Bo(l.O)

LIST OF EXISTING FI8HIIIO ECOWOMIC UHIT8

Name of the Recorder^

Survey date
|~"

Sample
fishing site

I

C.HO.L

Ilaae
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LAKE RESEARCH AID

E88MEHT SURVEY (CAS FOKM: Bl (1.1)

Hame of the Recorder^

Landing date | ]

8BLICTIOI OF FEU'S

n
fishing site Nmmc
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LAKE TAWGAHTIKA FISHERIES RESEARCH AHP
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (TAHZAHIA)
CATCH ASSESSMEHT SURVEY (CAS)

FORM: Al (1.2)

CATCH RECORDS
(LUSKHQA. BEACH DAOAA LIFTHSTS; 1 3, 5)

Name of the Recorder

Landing date |

1 | Selected FKU;C.Ho.|
j

Hame of fishing site

Sises of boxes/or baskets: 1 * small site
2 * medium site
3 * large sice
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LAK1 TAHOAHYIKA PI8H1RI18 RI81ARCH AHP
PIV1LOPMMT PiOJlM (TAMEAMIAl
CATCH AM1BSM11T BUKvirfCAY

CATCH R1CORDB
OTHI1 CTHODB

POEM* A2(1.3)

Hae of the Recorder

Landing date
[ |

rEUiC>Io.[

Rive of fishing nit*

Sites of boxes/or baskets i 1 * saall site 2 aediua site 3 large site
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CE TANGANYIKA FISHIRIBS RESEARCH AID

RECORDER'S TIMETABLE

Name of the Recorder^

Survey period

n

; R.T.T.

AREA UNIT _
| |
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APPENDIX lllc - WORKING SHEETS 01 AND 0? ( WT> : 01 , WH:Q?)
AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION
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PROCESSING

IWSTRUCTIOHS FOR TRI COMPLETIOH OF W8:01

1* The purpose
of WSrOl

2. The format
of WS:01

3. The heading
of WS.-01

U. The body of
WS:01

Ua. Recording
the items
of infor-
mation

The raising
factor, RF

VS:01 is used to calculate estimates (totals) of the existing
Fishing Economic Units and their components vithin the established
minor strata and vithin the fishing methods used. Estimates are
calculated on a lunar month basis. Annual estimates are obtained
by adding up the monthly estimates.

WS:01 consists of tvo parts, the heading of the sheet and the body
of the sheet.

Insert :

a) The number indicating the round of the survey: R:01, stands for
the first lunar month; Ri02 t stands for the second lunar month,
etc.

b) The code number (tvo digits) of the minor stratum you are dealing
with e.g. 11 or 31, etc,

Vithin each minor stratum tvo fishing sites have been selected.
Further, for each sample fishing site, Form: Bo has been completed.
In the form items of information are collected on the number of
existing FEU f s v the fishing method(s) used by the units and their
components .

The body of the sheet is divided into three sections (each section
consists of three parts t 1, 2, 3). A section is used to calculate
estimates of the survey characteristics on a fishing method (primary
fishing method) basis vithin the given minor stratum. The input
data of the sheet are given in the completed Form: Bo.

In each section of the body of WS:01 items of information are re-
corded on a sample fishing site basis. Specifically, line l.Tj is
used to record the total value of a given characteristic in the
first selected fishing site and vithin the given fishing method
e.g. in Coltb you should insert the total number of FEU's using
Lusenga as primary fishing method. Line 2.T? is used to record the
total value of the same given characteristic in the second selected
fishing site and vithin the same given fishing method. In lines

l.Dj and 2.D2 the sample totals are infered to the minor stratum
totals. Specifically, to get the values in line l.Dj. one must mul-
tiply the recorded values in l.T} by the respective raising factor
(Col:2). Also, to get the values in line 2.D 2 one must multiply
the recorded values in 2.T2 by the respective raising factor (Col. 2)
The estimated value of each survey characteristic is obtained in
line 3D:

3D ?(l.T>i+2.D 9 )

The RF in a given part of a section is calculated by the formula:

Total number of existing FEU's in the minor stratum
Total number of existing FEU 9 s in the selected fishing siteRF

Note that data on the total number of existing FBU's (fishing boats)
on a minor stratum basis are given in section 3.2 of the report.
Col:U of the sheet is used to calculate estimates of the total num-
ber of existing FEU's by fishing method used. Cols:$-15 are used
to calculate estimates of the various components of the FEU's. For
each characteristic one column should be used. In the headings of
the columns insert the names of the survey characteristics.
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PROCESSING

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF W8:02

1. The purpose
of WSi02

2. The format
of WS:02

3* The heading
of WS:02

U. The body of
W8:02

l*a. Recording
the items
of infor-
mation

Ub. Calculation
of the
overall
raiting
factor*, RF

WS:02 in used to calculate estimate* (totals) of the dynamic charac
teristics of the CAS i.e. fishing effort, fish catch, etc. vithia
the established minor strata and within the fishing methods used.
Estimates are calculated on a lunar month basis. Annual estimates
are obtained by adding up the monthly estimates.

WS:02 consists of two parts, the heading of the sheet and the body
of the sheet.

number indicating the round of the survey: R:01, stands for
first lunar month; R:02, stands for the second lunar month,

Insert :

a) The
the
etc .

b) The code number of the minor stratum you start calculations.

name of the fishing method and its code number e.g. LUSENGA,c) The
1.

d) The

e) The

name of the characteristic ( s ) under estimation.

unit(s) of measurement of the survey characteristic ( s ).

Within each minor stratum two fishing sites have been selected.
Further, in each sample fishing site and vithin the fishing methods
used, items of information are collected from the sample FEU's for
three consecutive days (completed questionnaires, Form:Al or A2).
The body of WS:02 is used to receive the items of information from
the completed forms Al or A2 and infer them to the minor stratum
totals .

The body of WS:02 is divided into tvo identical sections in their
structure. The first section is used to receive the items of infor-
mation from the first selected fishing site and the other section
to receive the data from the second selected fishing site. Within
each section one line is allocated to record the data per selected
FEU, (completed FornuAl or A2). As you knov, an independent sample
of FEU's have been selected vithin each sample day (there are three
sample days vithin each lunar month/fishing site). Therefore,
vithin each section of the body of WS:02 items of information must
be recorded on a sample day basis,

The columns of the body of WS:02
Col: 1, 2, stand for the sample code numbers of the selected FEU
(see Form: Al or A2). Specifically; in the large box insert the
code number of the selected fishing site, in the small box insert
the code number of the fishing method. In Col:3 the serial numbers
of the selected FEU's are presented (there is room to insert up to
10 FEU's) .

Col: 3, 5* ? are used to record the values of the characteristic
under estimation of the selected FEU's in sample day-1, sample day-
2 and sample day-3 respectively,
Colt k % 6, 8, are spare columns to be used for recording the values
of a second characteristic.

Calculations of the overall raising factors must be made on a sam-
ple day basis and vithin each section of the body of W8:02.
Cols 11: In this column there is a pyramid of boxes in vhich you
have to insert certain arithmetical values i.e.:
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Calculation
of estimated
totals

a) In the box on the top of the pyramid (p^) you have to write a
fraction with the enumerator indicating the total number of FEU's
in the minor stratum (see section 17.3.2) and the denominator
indicating the total number of the existing FEU's in the selec-
ted fishing site (see Form: Bo).

b) The three boxes in the middle of the pyramid stand for the three
sample days d lt d 2 , d^. For a given sample day you have to
insert in the proper box a fraction, the enumerator indicating
the total number of active FEU's within the given fishing method
and the denominator indicating the number of selected FEU's (see
Form:Bl) .

c) The three boxes at the bottom of the pyramid are used to esti-
mate the overall raising factors RF within the three sample days
{(1), (2), (3)}. The estimation of the values of RF is a mechan-
ical operation i.e. the value of the overall raising factor of
the first sample day is given by: "fraction in box d^" * "frac-
tion in top box"; the overall raising factor of the second sample
day is given by: "fraction in box d^" * "fraction in top box",
the overall raising factor of the third sample day is given by:
"fraction in box d3" * "fraction in top box".

For the calculation of the estimated totals the following procedure
must be used:

1. In each section of the body of the VS:02 and within the respec-
tive sample days total the sample values of the survey character-
istic. The calculated values must be recorded on the lines with
indications T^ and Tj>.

2. Multiply the calculated values (sample totals) with the respec-
tive overall raising factors RF f and insert the obtained products
on the lines with indications Dj and D.

3. Add horizontally the calculated products of the three days and
insert the obtained totals in column 9 or 10 respectively (remem-
ber: Col: 3, 5, 7, 9, are reserved for one characteristic and
Col: 1* , 6, 8 t 10, for another characteristic).

U. Calculate vertically the average Dj and D totals ( 5) within
Col: 9, 10, and insert the estimated average totals in the boxes
with indication f.

5. Multiply the estimated average totals by the respective Time
Raising Factor c, and insert the obtained results in the respec-
tive boxes with indication g. The obtained magnitudes are the
calculated monthly total estimates (lunar month) of the survey
characteri sties .

Mote:

Total number of days in a lunar month
Number of sample days ( 3 )





LIST OF TECHNICAL R1POHT8

The technical reports produced by the same author up to the preaent tine, on the
application of sampling techniques in fishery statistics (inland waters), are given
under sections A-D in the list belov. Copies can be obtained fro* Fishery Statistics
Unit, Department of Fisheries, FAO/UH, Home, Italy.

A: Statistical Studies (St. 8,)

1. Sampling Techniques in Inland Fisheries vith Special Reference to Volta Lake.
St.S./l, FIO:SF/GHA/10, May 19TO

2. Frame Surveys at Volta Lake. St.S./2, FIO:SF/OHA/10 f March 1970

3. Yield Indices in Inland Fisheries vith Special Reference to Volta Lake.
St.S./3, FIO:SF/GHA/10 t September 1971

U. Frame Survey at Kainji Lake. St.S./l, FI :SF/NIR/2fc , January 1971

5. The Yield Pattern at Lake Nasser. St. 8, /I, UNDP/8F/BOY/66/558 , September 1972

6. The Yield Pattern at Kainji Lake, St.S./2, UHDP/8F/HIR/21* , October 1972

7. Aerial Survey on the Lakes Malombe and Malawi . Analysis of the Results of the

Survey. St.S./l, UNDP/SF/MLW/16 f November 1972

t8. The Yield Pattern at Volta Lake. St.S.A, UNDP/SF/GHA/10 , May 1973

**9. The Improvement of the Fisheries Statistical System at Lake Kossou. St.S./l,
UNDP/SF/IVC/71/526, April 1973

**10. Coverage Check Survey of the Aerial Survey at Lake Kossou (CC8-A8). St.S./2 f

UNDP/SF/IVC/71/52, April 1973

11. The Improvement of the Fisheries Statistical System at Lake Tanganyika
(Tanzania). St.S./l, UNDP/SF/URT/71/012 % May 1973

12. Statistical Analysis of the Results of the Aerial Survey. St.S./l, Lake
Victoria Fisheries Research Project, UNDP/SF/RAF/71/2li2 , August 1973

t!3. Recent Trends in the Yield Pattern of Kainji Lake. St.S./3, UNDP/8F/NIR/2fc ,

April 197**

tlU. Analysis of the Results of Frame Surveys 2 and 3 at Kainji Lake. St.S.A,
UNDP/SF/NIR/2U, April 197 1*

B: Statistical Efficiency (St.E.)

1. Efficiency of Different Sampling Methods for Large Scale Biological and
Fishery Statistical Sample Surveys at Large African Lakes:

1. Cove-Rotenone Sample Survey at Kariba Lake, St.E. /I, UNDP/8F/2AM/11 f

April 1972

2. Deck Sampling: An Assessment of a Pilot Trawling Survey on Lake Malawi
(Malavi), St.E./2, UNDP/SF/MLW/16, February 1973

C: Fishery Statistical Surveys/Training (FS8.T.)

"1. Training Courses on Fishery Statistical Surveys (Inland Waters). F88.T./1,
UHDP/SF/ZAM/11, March 1973

** Also available in French.

t Will be available shortly,
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DJ Technical Reports

**1. Variation in Catchability of Fiih with AVB and BOZO Gillnets (Lake Kossou),
Report Mo. 3, UIDP/8F/IVC/71/526, August 1973

A Qualitatirt Ivaluation of the Present Statistical System (88) (Lake Kossou),
Report 116.8, UIDP/BF/IVC/71/526, Auguet 1973

The Sampling Design of the Catch Assessment Survey (CAS), Lake Tanganyika
(Tanzania), Report Ho.l, UHDP/SF/URT/71/012, December 1973

An AstetfBent of the Present Status of the Fishery at Lake Tanganyika (Burundi),
Report Ro.l, UIDP/SF/BDI/70/508, January 197 1*

The Yield Indices at Lake Tanganyika (Burundi), Report Ro.2 t UHDP/SF/BDI/70/
508 f January 197^

A Statistical Analysis of the Results of the Biological Sample Survey (Indus-
trial Fishery) at Lake Tanganyika (Burundi). Report Mo. 3, UHDP/SF/BDI/70/508,
January 197b

t*7. Variations in Catchability of Fish vith AVB and BOZO Oillnets (Lake Kossou):
Analysis of the Results (Dry Season and in Coastal Areas). Report Bo. 18,
UHDP/SF/IVC/T1/526, April 197**

Also available in French.

Will be available in French.

t Will be available shortly.








